
* * * NOTICE * * *

PUBLIC MEETING

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

Saturday, July 15, 2000
9:30 a.m.

Oregon State Bar Center

AGE N D A

1. Call to order (Mr. Alexander)

2. Approval of minutes of June 10, 2000 meeting (attached)

3. Reports*

A. ORCP 58--Jury Reform (Judge Harris) (see Attachment 3A)
B. ORCP 44 A--lME's (Justice Durham) (see Attachment 3B)
C. ORCP 21 A (Judge Linder/Mr. Johnson) (see Attachment 3C)
D. ORCP 54 E (Justice Durham) (see Attachment 3D)
E. ORCP 44/55 (Mr. Gaylord) (see Attachment 3E)

4. Old business (see Attachment 4)**

5. New business

6. Adj ournment

*Reports may consist of submissions of proposed amendments
for discussion and possible tentative adoption, brief progress
reports, or anything in between.

**A copy of the amendments to ORCP 7 D tentatively adopted at
the June 10, 2000 meeting, as stylistically revised at that
meeting, is included as Attachment 4 for your information.

* * * * *



COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Minutes of Meeting of June 10, 2000

5200 Southwest Meadows Road
Oregon State Bar Center

Lake Oswego, Oregon

Present:

Excused:

J. Michael Alexander
Benjamin M. Bloom
Ted Carp .
Kathryn S. Chase
Allan H. Coon

Lisa A. Amato
Richard L. Barron
Bruce J. Brothers
Lisa C. Brown
Kathryn H. Clarke
Don A. Dickey

William A. Gaylord
Daniel L. Harris
Rodger J. Isaacson
Virginia L. Linder
Ralph C. Spooner

Mark A. Johnson
Michael H. Marcus
Connie E. McKelvey
John H. McMillan
Karsten H. Rasmussen
Nancy S. Tauman

The following guests were in attendance: Judge Robert P.
Jones, Susan Evans Grabe, Public Affairs Attorney, Oregon State
Bar, Attorney David S. Barrows, representing the Oregon
Association of Process Servers (OAPS), Mr. Jason Crowe,
Legislative Chair, OAPS; Ms. Amanda Rich, lobbyist for OAPS; and
Attorney Jim Edmonds, representing Oregon Association of Defense
Counsel (OADC).

Also present were Maury Holland, Executive Director, and
Gilma Henthorne, Executive Assistant.

Agenda Item 1: Call to order. Mr. Alexander called the
meeting to order at 9:40 a.m.

Agenda Item 2: Approval of minutes. On motion of Judge
Harris, seconded by Mr. Spooner, unanimously agreed to, the
minutes of the May 20, 2000 meeting were approved as distributed
with the agenda of this meeting except that Mr. Bloom's middle
initial was corrected from "H." to "M."

Agenda Item 3: Reports:

3A. ORCP 7 D (see Attachment 3A to agenda of
this meeting). Prof. Holland reported that Judge Rasmussen had
asked him to inform the meeting that the amendments proposed to
ORCP 7 D, as set forth in Attachment 3A, were ready for debate and
possible tentative adoption.
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Mr. Alexander recognized Ms. Rich of the OAPS, who expressed
the thanks of that organization for the efforts of the Council and
its Subcommittee to deal with certain problems being encountered
by servers. She stated that the OAPS prefers a provision, similar
to a Florida statute, which would require employers to cooperate
with servers in effecting personal service on employees rather
than the proposed amendment, now withdrawn by the Subcommittee,
which would authorize a new kind of substitute service by delivery
of papers to personnel managers or the like. She added that the
OAPS understood the Council's view that enactment of that kind of
provision, in the form of an ORCP amendment, would be beyond the
Council's authority since it would impose obligations directly on
non-litigants.

Several members mentioned that they saw an important
distinction between .an ORCP 7 provision obligating employers to
cooperate in effecting service, as opposed to subpoenas issued
pursuant to Rule 55, which also imposed obligations on non
litigants. This difference, they explained, was that, in the
latter instance, obligations are imposed by means of a subpoena
preparatory to a court order if needed. Ms. Rich stated that
OAPS had inquired of employer organizations whether they would
object to a statute which would require employers to cooperate in
service of papers on employees, that no objections had been raised
thus far, but that no definitive responses had yet been received.

Justice Durham expressed concern that, in its efforts to
obtain a solution to the problem of serving employees at places of
employment, the OAPS might find itself "whipsawed," in the sense
of first going to the Council and being told to approach the
legislature, then having the legislature respond that it is a
matter for the Council to handle.

Mr. Gaylord asked whether the Council might properly
recommend enactment of a statute that might solve this problem.
Justice Durham suggested that the Council's Legislative Advisory
Committee might be able to lend assistance if the legislative
process is engaged. Prof. Holland pointed out that, prior to
every session, the Chair of the Council sends an letter to the
Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate reporting on
ORCP amendments finally promulgated, and that this letter might
appropriately include a supportive comment about a legislative
solution.

Several members commented that, by means of this letter or
otherwise, the legislature should be informed that, in declining
to promulgate a Rule 7 provision requiring cooperation on the part
of employers, the Council was not prompted by substantive
opposition to the proposal, but by a belief that it would exceed
the Council's statutory authority. Prof. Holland asked Ms. Rich
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whether the language of the amendments proposed to ORCP 7 D, in
particular the language removing the requirement that residence
service first be attempted before office service could be
undertaken, was apt from the OAPS' s viewpoint, to which she
responded that it was.

Mr. Alexander then asked Mr. Bloom, in the absence of Judge
Rasmussen, to summarize the proposed amendments and their
purposes. Mr. Bloom responded that the purposes of the D(3) (a)
amendment were to distinguish between the physical act of
delivering papers to someone, as opposed to serving someone who
might be a different individual, and to make service more
efficient and less expensive by eliminating the requirement that,
before undertaking office service, residence service must be
attempted. He added that the purpose of the amendment proposed to
ORCP 7 D(2) (d) (ii) was to make its language consistent with other
provisions of Rule 7, and that the purpose of the amendments
proposed to D(4} (a) (i) and (b) was to extend availability of
service in motor vehicle accident cases to accidents occurring on
"premises open to the public as defined by law," an example of
which he said would be a store's parking lot.

Justice Durham suggested some slight changes in the wording
of the proposed amendment to ORCP 7 D(4) (a) (i). Specifically he
suggested that in lines 28, 33, and 46 of Attachment p. 3A-2 the
word "streets" should be reinserted, and that lines 34 and 47 of
Attachment p. 3A-2 should be revised to read: "defined by law, of
this state, * * *." There was general agreement with this
suggestion, and the wording of the proposed amendments was
accordingly revised. As thus revised, the proposed amendments to
ORCP 7 D were tentatively adopted by unanimous voice vote. (A
copy of these amendments as revised is filed with the original of
these minutes.)

3C and 3G. ORCP 54 E (Justice Durham) {see
Attachment 3C} III 3 G. ORCP 44 A {Justice Durham} {see
Supplemental Attachment 3G}. Justice Durham stated that the
disagreements with these proposed amendments expressed at the May
10 meeting were in terms of substantive policy, not language. He
suggested that further consideration of this matter be put over to
the July 15 meeting and that, pending that meeting, he and other
members of the Subcommittee would be in a reactive mode, awaiting
any suggestions which might be forwarded by Council members or
others having an interest. . .

Mr. Bloom then introduced Mr. Jim Edmonds as a representative
of OADC. Mr. Edmonds stated that OADC had some concern about
being timely informed about the successive versions of proposed
amendments toORCP 44 A (IME's) and 44-55 (health care records),
and also about some aspects of their content.
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Justice Durham said that he had expected to have a
conversation with Mr. Spooner concerning any possible objections
to the proposed 44 A amendments (see Supplemental Attachment G to
the agenda of this meeting) on the part of OADC, but that this had
not yet occurred. Mr. Alexander told Mr. Edmonds that
consideration of amending 44 A was then only in the stage of
having a first draft, and assured him that there would be plenty
of time and opportunity for OADC, along with anyone else having
concerns, to have their input considered.

Justice Durham then commented that a great deal of the work
in developing the presently proposed amendments to 44 A was done
by Ms. Clarke and Mr. Spooner. He added that the work of the
Subcommittee had included research into what has been done in at
least 15 other jurisdictions, and that the amendments now under
consideration represented compromises between the most and the
least intrusive solutions which have been put in place elsewhere.
As an illustration of a more intrusive procedure which the
Subcommittee had rejected Justice Durham mentioned a requirement
that all parties would be entitled to have counsel present at an
IME. He further added that the Mul tnomah County guidelines
concerning IME's were no longer in force, which meant that all of
Oregon's approximately 160 trial judges have been left with no
consistent or uniform direction about how to rule on the
conditions under which IME's are conducted. He further observed
that the present proposals leave fairly broad discretion to the
trial court to fashion different conditions when called for by
different cases, and largely rely upon enforcement of conditions
to which parties have agreed in writing by authorizing sanctions
when they are violated. He stated that it was an important
protection for examinees that they be permitted to make a record,
provided it is done in a non-obtrusive manner and that the record
be available to all concerned, including the examining doctor.

Mr. Alexander observed that there have been indications that
the bench would, generally speaking, welcome a formal rule on this
subject. Mr. Edmonds stated that he did not believe that OADC was
in the least opposed to having a rule· providing guidance for
IME's, but that, of course, it was concerned that any rule adopted
be a fair and workable one. Mr. Spooner commented that the
principal concern of OADC appeared to be to minimize discovery of
examining physicians and to ensure that they are not harassed.

Discussion of these matters concluded with general agreement
that further discussion of the amendments proposed to Sections 54
E and 44 A would be put over to the July 15 meeting.

3B. ORCP 44/55 (see Attachment 3B) (Mr. Gaylord).
Mr. Alexander began discussion of this item by noting that the
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effort to resolve various problems reportedly being encountered in
connection with ORCP 44 and 55 had consumed a great deal of time
and energy over the course of four years, and during all that time
the effort had been to achieve three fundamental goals as to which
it would be hard to imagine anyone seriously disagreeing. Those
goals, he recalled, were to reduce the copying burden on records
custodians, to protect patients' privileges and privacy rights,
and to make sure that all parties obtain the same records. He
added that the frustration, in light of those widely shared goals,
appeared to remain achieving adequate consensus on exact amending
language by which they might be better accomplished. He raised
the' question whether the task of making voluminous and often
multiple copies of records, about which doctors seem to complain
so bitterly, might be shifted in some way to parties and their
attorneys.

Mr. Gaylord then referred members to the report of the
Subcommittee meeting on June 5, 2000 (see Attachment 31:i additional
pp. 40-44). He commented that many medical. offices, particularly
smaller ones, were obviously concerned about what they perceived
would be the onerous copying burden which the proposed amendments
would impose. He added that he thought this concern was
overdrawn, and stemmed in part from failure to understand that
making multiple copies in response to a single subpoena should be
considerably less burdensome than having to respond serially to
multiple subpoenas.

The Subcommittee, he explained, had given serious
consideration to a procedure whereby custodians would be required
to produce only one copy of requested records, with the party
obtaining that copy being responsible for producing additional
copies and distributing them to other parties who requested them.
However, he said, some Subcommittee members saw serious
difficulties with that sort of arrangement, foremost among which
was that it could expose requesting parties to quite lengthy
delays in obtaining copies. Mr. Spooner commented that if any
particular party is to shoulder the burden of making and
disseminating copies, he thought it should be the claimant.

Several members expressed their opinion that it seemed
unfortunate that the procedures would have to be made more complex
and burdensome than they otherwise might be because of some
element of distrust among members of the bar. In response it was
stated that instances where distrust might justifiably exist were
relatively few, but that an amended rule must take account of
those instances, which it was said might amount to no more than
one percent of the cases. Ms. Chase remarked that, in her
experience, it was very difficult to obtain sanctions for failure
to furnish complete and accurate records.
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Mr. Gaylord resumed his report by noting that the proposed
amendments included one new feature which was intended to allay
concerns, usually of defense counsel, about plaintiffs withholding
records based on their own judgments about privilege, privacy
regulations, or undue breadth of requests or subpoenas. That new
feature, he said, was the requirement that the party against whom
discovery is sought maintain a privilege and objection log, so
that other parties would know what was being withheld and the
grounds for doing so.

Judge Isaacson asked whether the medical people understood
the difference between having to make multiple copies, but at one
time in response to a single subpoena, as opposed to having to
make multiple copies serially in response to different subpoenas
from different parties. Mr. Gaylord responded that he had
explained this carefully to Mr. Tom Cooney, who represents the
Oregon Medical Association, and that the latter seemed to agree
that avoiding a series of subpoenas in any single case would be
helpful. Mr. Gaylord added that one possibility which might be
considered would be a requirement that all parties join in the
first subpoena or, if they failed to do so, would waive the right
to issue additional subpoenas. He further added that some greater
effort should perhaps be made to convince the medical profession
that the amendments currently under consideration were drafted
with their concerns in mind, and that the burden they would impose
should prove to be less than under the current rules.

Prof. Holland observed that one factor which complicates
practice in this area is that Oregon does not adhere to the
majority rule whereby filing a claim for injuries has the effect
of waiving the physician-patient privilege with respect to those
injuries. The fact that Oregon does not adhere to that waiver
rule, he said, means that 55 I subpoenas always seek material
which is privileged, and therefore need not be produced except to
the extent the patient chooses to do so. Judge Carp stated that
the Council has no authority to change rules of evidence. Mr.
Gaylord took issue with the assertion that Oregon's was the
"minority position."

Discussion of this item concluded by Mr. Gaylord saying that
the Subcommittee wanted more time to try to iron out; these
problems in close consultation wi th OADC and any otHer group
having a concern with these matters. In particular, he said, the
Subcommittee would like to consider whether concerns about delays
in obtaining records might be alleviated by reducing from two to
one the opportunities for plaintiffs to make objections, even
though if the first opportunity were eliminated, that would tend
to increase the copying burden on custodians. There is also the
need for additional time in which to consider whether a provision
should be added concerning who should bear the cost burden of
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copying. It was then generally agreed that the amendments proposed
to ORCP 44/55 would be placed on the agenda of the August 12
meeting, and that the Subcommittee would use the intervening time
to respond to objections, alleviate concerns, and try to broaden
the consensus in support of them in the form in which they are
finally drafted. Mr. Alexander commended the Subcommittee for its
continuing hard work and strenuous efforts.

3D. ORCP 58--Jury Reform (see additional
Attachment 3D to agenda of this meeting) (Judge Harris).
Judge Harris distributed copies of amendments proposed to ORCP 58
A and B incorporating the following four modest changes from the
current sections: 1) authorizing trial judges to permit counsel to
make concise statements prior to voir dire, 2) requiring that
jurors be instructed at the outset on basic duties and procedures,
3) authorizing interim instructions, and 4) authorizing juror
questions. (A copy of the Subcommittee proposals is filed with
the original of these minutes.) He stated that, at least for the
time being, the Subcommittee had decided not to proceed with
earlier proposals regarding alternate jurors, interim jury
deliberations, and requiring that jury instructions be in writing.
He added that he had polled the Judicial Conference, and found
that about 15% of the trial judges now allow juror questions, and
that about 60% would do so if the rule authorized it. He further
added that on the following Saturday Chief Justice Carson and he
would be conducting a discussion session on jury reform at the
OADC annual meeting and would elicit the views of participants.

Mr. Gaylord commented that, with respect to proposed ORCP 58
B(9), he thought there was a significant difference between oral
and written juror questions, and was inclined to believe that oral
questions have the potential for causing serious problems. Judge
Harris responded that, at one point in its deliberations, the
Subcommittee's language specified that juror questions must be
submitted in writing, but had subsequently decided to leave the
option between written and oral questions open to leave room for
experimentation.

Judge Isaacson questioned the wisdom of modifying the term
"legal principles that will govern the proceedings" as :i:t appears
in proposed 58 B(2) by the word "elementary" on the ground that it
might encourage objections if counsel thinks the judge's
instructions went beyond principles that are "elementary." Judge
Harris responded that the phrase "elementary principles" came from
the Arizona rule, but that he would circle the word "elementary"
so that the Subcommittee could consider whether a better word
might be substituted.

On motion made and duly seconded, the proposed amendments to
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ORCP 58 B included in the Subcommittee's Proposal 1 were
tentatively adopted by unanimous voice vote on the understanding
that its language could be tweaked prior to the Council's
September meeting.

Mr. Alexander then recognized Judge Jones for his comments
about whether amendments should allow oral juror questions at the
judge's discretion. Judge Jones stated that he had been allowing
oral juror questions for about four years, that most lawyers
seemed to like this practice and find that it helps them in their
own questioning of witnesses, and that the concerns usually
expressed about them had not materialized. He added that he was
entirely content with the presently proposed (B) (9) since it would
keep the option of oral questions open. Mr. Spooner remarked
that, while oral juror questions appear to work well in Judge
Jones' courtroom, he was nonetheless opposed to authorize them
generally. Mr. Gaylord expressed a similar view. There was then
expressed general agreement that the issue of whether proposed
(B) (9) should be changed to specify that only written juror
questions could be used would remain open until the September
meeting.

3E (ORCP 22 C) and 3F (ORCP 2J. A). It was agreed
that these items be put over to the July 31 meeting.

Agenda Item 4: Old business.
raised.

Agenda Item 5: New business.
raised.

No item of old business was

No item of new business was

Agenda Item 6: Adjournment. Without objection Mr.
Alexander declared the meeting adjourned at 12:35 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Maury Holland
Executive Director



Jury reform proposals being considered by
the Council on Court Procedures

The subcommittee has met to consider the feedback received
from the judicial conference and, from that and other input, to
refine the proposals before the committee for presentation to the
full council for discussion.

PROPOSAL No. 1 - Amendments to ORCP 58 A and B
(Amending language in bold; deleted language in [brackets])

A. Order on Proceedings on Trial by the Court.

Trial by the court shall proceed in the order as prescribed
in subsections (3) through (6) of section B of this rule
unless the court for good cause stated in the record
otherwise directs.

B. Order of proceedings on Jury Trial.

The trial by a jury shall proceed in the following order
unless the court, for good and sufficient reason stated in
the record, otherwise directs:

B. (1 ) The jury shall be selected and sworn. Prior to
voir dire, each party may, with the court's consent,
present a brief neutral statement of the facts to the
entire jury panel.

B. (2) After the jury is sworn, the court shall
instruct the jury concerning its duties, its conduct,
the order of proceedings,· the procedure for submitting
questions of witnesses if permitted, and the
elementary legal principles that will govern the
proceedings.

B. (3) The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's case
and the issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like
manner, shall state defendant's case based upon any defense
or counterclaim.

B. (4) The plaintiff shall [then] introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded,
the de~endant shall do likewise.

B. (5) The parties respectively [then] may introduce .
rebutting evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of
justice permits them to introduce evidence upon the original
cause of action, defense or counterclaim.

B. (6) When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence·and conclude the argument to the

Attachment 3A-1 to
7-15-00 agenda



jury. The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if
the defendant then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff
shall have the right to reply to the argument of the
defendant, but not otherwise.

B. (7) Not more than two counsel shall address the jury on
behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied
in behalf of either shall not be limited to less than two
hours.

B. (8) After the evidence is concluded, the court
shall instruct the jury. The instructions may be
given before or after the closing arguments.

B. (9) With the court's consent, jurors are permitted
to submit to the court questions directed to witnesses
or to the court. The parties shall be given an
opportunity to object to such questions out of the
presence of the jury.

PROPOSAL No. 2 - Alternate juror rule amendments

A number of proposals have been discussed regarding the
method of selecting alternate jurors. The goal is to improve the
experience from the juror's perspective. The proposals have
principally centered around two possible new methods for selecting
alternate jurors:

1. Do not distinguish between the jurors and alternates until
the end of the case. The following language was suggested by the
OSB Procedure and Practice Committee for this approach:

The identity of alternate jurors shall not be determined
until the end of the trial. At the time of impanelment,
the trial judge shall inform the jurors that at the end
of the case, the alternate jurors will be determined by
lot in a drawing held in open court.

2. Choose the alternate jurors during jury selection, but
don't tell the jurors who the alternates are until the case is
handed off to the jury at the end of tpe trial. The court and
counsel would know who they are at the time of selection.

J:t is recommended that this issue be studied further
before being formally considered by the council.

Attachment 3A-2 to
7-15-00 agenda genda



A:mendmentli to ORCP 44 A and 46 B(2) I.) Propo.ld
By the IKE Subcommitt••*

(Jun. 1, 2000)

[Matter to be added in bold und.rlined]

1

2

RULE 44. PHYS:J:CAL AND HEH'l'AL EXAM:J:NAT:J:ON OF PERSONS I

REPORTS OF EXAM:J:NAT:J:ONS

3. A. Ord.r for Exami....tion. When the mental or physical condition or

4 the blood relationship of a party, or of an agent, employee, or person in the

5 custody or under the legal control of a party (including the spouse·.of a party

·6· in an action to recover for injury to the spouse). is in controversy. the

7 court may order the party to submit to a physical or mental eXamination by a
. .

8 physician or a mental· examination by a psychologist or to produce· for

9 examination· the person in such party's custody or legal control: ..The order

10 may be made only on motion· for good cause shown and upon notice to the person

11 .to be examined and to all parties and shall specify the time, place. manner.

12 conditions. and scope of the examination and the person or persons by whom it

13 is to be made. hl... the trial court rlquire' oth.r or diUerent;

1 condition. for go04 cau.. supported by the record, 'th- Cpl1gyips

15 conditiOn' shall apply to • compelled medigal eXAmipatiop upO.:

16 thi. rule.

17 lU.ll {italicized catch line needed here--MJH} The par1;ie.. 1;h.

18 examine. ,and th.ir repr....ntatiye. .hal1 comply' wU;h any

19 cop.diHon. for !;hl eXaminadon to which they agr... in writ;:I.jiq.

foJ.lowea duripa the eXBm1 pation are reseryed for

examinatioD.

the

MY

p:oo'4»r.

duripg

and 1;h.

1;dal or

pre,.pt;ropr.ventatiyeanotheror

All obj .. c1;ion. 1;0 que'1;ion. a.k..d

9 9 u»,01bay.

20

21

22

23

24 *JustiC"e Durham, Chair; Ms. Clarke, Mr. Gaylord, and·Mr. Spooner.

Attachment 3B-l to
7-15-00 agenda



5 disposition" by the court. The examinee may assert r either

7ersona11y or through counsel r a right protected by the 1.... of

B privileges. No person may obstruqt; tho examinat;ipp.

9 {italicized catch line needed here--MJH} AnY party,

o examin", or the examining physician or psycholoqi.t; pay regord

1 the examinatioD stenoaraphically or by aUdiotape in aD upOb1;rv.iy.

manner. A perIoD who roPor'" aD eXaminatiop by audi0t.ap." .h.11

3 retain tb. original recording without; alteratigD upt;il final

i4 disposltiOp ot the BetioD' unl." the court; order. 9th.nil•..

15 ALlL {italicized catch line needed here--MJH} Uppp r.qu••~,· apd

~6 . upop payment. of the reaso:nab1. ehara.. for trap.cr!.ptiop, .a»4

~7 .copying. tho stepographiq reporter shall make·. t;raulqriptipp pC

the eXamipation aDd· furnish a copy of the transcript. or ip tha

resording, 1:0 anY party and tho .xpip.••.

examinatioD £urpi,h •

regord.

the origi.na1

who
sopy

perloptheregord,

and

aUdiotape

shall make

AD9Cca••

38

39

~O

41

Dr lleport of Examining Physiciav. or Psychologiat..

43 . .. .. ..

44 RULE 46. FA:ILURE '1'0 MAKE D:ISCOVERY, SANC'1':IONS

45. .. .. .. ..

46 Dr Failure t.o cOlllPlr wit.h order.

47 * *. * *
48 ·B{2} {el Such .orders as are listed in paragra,phs ial, (b), and (e) of

49 this subsection, where a party has failed to comply with an order under lRule'

Atlachmenl3B-2 to
7-15-00 agenda



1 14 A1 requiring the party to produce another for examination. unless the party,

,2 failing 'to comply shows inability to produce such person for examination.......sllL

i3 wh.. r.. a party, th.. ..xamin..... or a r ..pr.. s ..ntatiye hal yiolateO ...

;4 agr....d condition or hal obstruct..d an "xamipation upder 18»le"
is ,..1

56 .'If * '* '*

l~--l·Rule 44 A· should be corrected to: ·section A of Rule 44,·

Attachment3B-3 to
7-15-00 agenda



ROBERT D.DUlUlhM
ASSOCL\'l'B /USTICI

Ue3 STATIl STia!:iT
SALEM,.OIlEGON 17110002eo

ToIop=-l103lflla.llm
. FAX! ($01) ll8W7IO

TTY (501) -..n'
OREGON SUPll.EME OOUll.T

June 1, 2000

Mr. J. Michael Alexander
Burt Swanson Lathen, et al
388 State Street, Suite 1000
Salem, OR 97301 .

Re: .Compelled Medical EXaminations
(ORCP 44 A, 46 B(2) (e»

Dear Mic:k:

The. Council's Subcommittee on Compelled Medical Examinations
.(Ms. Kathryn Clarke, Mr. Ralph Spooner, and me) has completed its
work and. unanimously recommends adoption. of the·. amendments
reflected in the accompanyinq draft headed "Final Amendments as of
June 1, .2000." .

The·recommended amendments would add new material to ORCP 44·
A, reqardinq compelled medical examination procedures, and to ORCP
46 B (2) (e), reqardinq sanctions for violation of an aqreed
condition or obstruction of an examination under ORCP 44 A•.

The Council owes a debt of· thanks to Kathryn and Ralph for
their hard work and ingenuity in developing a workable solution to
a thorny problem.

I am forwardinq a copy of this letter and enciosure to Prof.
Maury Holland for his use in organizinq'the Council's discussion of
this topic, and to Mr. Bill Gaylord, who also is working with a
subcommittee on .otherpossible amendments to ORCP 44.

Please call1l\El if you.havea1\Y questions.

Yours truly,

ROBERT D. DURHAM
Associate Justice

RDD:lk'
Enclosure
cc: ·Ms. Kathryn H. Clarke

Mr. Ralph C. Spooner
Professor Maury Holland (via mail and fax)
Mr. William GaylopA

Attachment 3B-4 to
7-15-00 agenda
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Gary A. Rankin
Attorney at Law

ADMITTED IN 01\.£GON ANDwASHINGTON

Staff Counsel, Allstate Insurance Company
1001 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 1450

Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 223-911OxlOl

March 20, 2000

Hon. Janice R. Wilson
Multnomah County Courthouse
1021 SW 4th Ave
Portland, OR 97204

RE: Motion Panel ~ Defense Examinations

~ ....... ~

L"iv~;

FAX (503) 223-9116.

Dear Judge Wilson:

I understand that there is some effort being made by plaintiff's bar to "fix" the current way
defense medical examinations are conducted. I have recently received a flurry ofobjections from
the plaintiff's bar in response to my attempts to schedule defense medical examinations on
personal injury lawsuits. A typical example of this is set forth in the letter, attached; the results
of this attempt to "chill" the medical examination is also shown in one ofthe more recent defense
medical examinations which was conducted at my request.

I would suggest to the Motion Panel that, in fact, the traditional procedure In Oregon for defense
medical examinations is not broken and nothing needs to be "fixed" in spite of the push by the
plaintiff's bar to paint defense medical examinations as a chamber ofhorrors.

I have had the opportunity of reviewing Mr. Walter Sweek's letter to you and I agree that there
are health care providers on both sides of a lawsuit who are zealous advocates for their client's
positions. On the defense side, such an advocate is open to extensive cross examination as to
that doctor's potential bias and prejudice. With the advent of new technology I have found that
the plaintiff's bar has immediate internet access and can draw upon the resources ofall plaintiff's
attorney who have come into contact with any specific defense doctor.

In addition, the plaintiff can also testify and bring to the jury's attention any real or imagined
abuse which may have occurred during the defense medical examination. In spite of anecdotal
horror stories, from my personal observation and practice, defense examinations do, in their
current form, generate settlements and resolution ofdisputes.

I would be happy to provide to the Panel a list of lawsuits which I have handled, in which the
defense examination prompted, and was solely responsible for, payment of policy limits and/or
settlements in line with plaintiff's evaluations.
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Again, in spite of the recent vigorous attack by the plaintiff's bar to stifle any chance that the
.defensehas in reviewing personal injury claims by any medical authority outside ofthose doctors
<hosen by the plaintiff, the fact remains that defense examinations do foster settlements of
ersonal injury claims. The process may not be perfect, but I would suggest that the Motion

lanel go slowly and get input from the entire bar before fundamental changes in defense medicaleXamin:(:j e place within the Multnomah County Motion Panel.

VeryTru

-.---.
GAR
Attomeyat
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QaJYRankin
February 21. :000
Pase 2

.- - -- ~

1.. Mr.~will not fill out "intake forms· or other documents for
the DME. If the examiningphy~anwants any written m~terla18

to be completed, they must be sent to me in advance.

2. There will be no x·rays or other invasive diagnostic procedures on
the day of the examination. If the examining doctor wants suc:h
.~need to know the reason and will want to discuss with
~ treating physician whether existing testing will
sUffice. .

3. There will be no administration of any psychological testing
instruments without my prior approval.

4. There will be no physical capacity evaluation performed at the
DMIt.
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va.zy iUr.k.:r.
Febn:ary : t. :COO
Page 3

:::l. .

"<, 6.

'7.

7he=e vI;-ill be no q\:.estior.s regarding the attorney, ,.j;ent .
relationship I have with~-...... or anj-_"li.'1g :.."la;: he and I have
discussed, or any discussion about the facts of t1".e accident. If the
physician needs a statement about the mechanis:n of injury in
order to evaluare~s injuries, I will provide one, or you
may take_depolSition.and provide that to the doctor.

~will be permitted to wear his street clothes until it is
necessary for him to remove his shirt for examination of his
shoulder.

~wi11be permitted to have his wife present at the exam,
80 long as 8he doea not interfere with the examination. .

N~ ·oral histoIy" will be taken at the examinAtion. Ifthe ezaTinin.
physician needs a history. you may, of ceurse, take .
depoSition and provide that·or any other discovery documenta to
the doctor•.

9. There wiD. be no unnecessary phyaical pain during the exami"'Ation,
and no insinuations or derogatory commentsr~ .C~es, state of mind,re~, etc. ...

Please review this and let me know where you stand regarding c:onsent
to these provilrions.. .

c

: '.': ..'. '. ~

-., •
"
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February 24, 2000

.' ,

~:

I

DISCUSSION:

Mr... .,would not allow me to perform a neck examination or complete
neurological exammatton, His left shoulder exammation suggested some increased
laxiW on the left compared to the right. '
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.

~

7 ,-S'UR)) u ....-.... ;. ' ..
\

Page 7

At the beginning of this examination Mr.....spoke with his attorney. When he .
returned, he refused to give me any history whatsoever regarding the details of the
accident .ex~scribing the "makes" of vehicles invcilved in the accident.
Because~ apparently on the advice of his attorney, refused to give me
any in·depth history and, in fact, any history regarding what actUally happened to
him at the time of the accident (for example, he refused to state whether he stnlck
any portion of his body on the interior of his v . e 1have only the chart recordS
for review. Purely based on these records, d not initially complain of'
any pa1Din his left shoulder when-reviewed at. e Urgent Care FadlitY
or when he initially treated with Dr. m .. He also was observed initially to
have a full range of motion in his left shoulder. and on April 9. 1999. his shoulder
examination was described as normal. . Other than mUd left Interscapular
tenderness, the records do not suggest any initial injury to the left shoulder. 1 did .
not have Dr•.-records for review. Perhaps these would be helpful. .

, No further comments can be made at tb1, time.

Respectfully submitted,

o

i

i
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Amendmen~s ~o ORCP 21 A Al~erna~ively proposed by Rule 21 A
subcommi~~ee*--May 12. 2000 (see a~~ached memo).

{{Language to be added in bold underlined; to be deleted [in italics
enclosed in square brackets.]

RULE 21. DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS; HOW PRESENTED; BY PLEADING

OR MOTIOR; MOTIOR FOR JUDGMERT OR THE PLBADIRGS.

Al~erna~ive A**

1 A. How Presen~ed. * * * When a motion to dismiss has been granted,

2 [jUdgment shall be entered in favor of the moving party unless the court has

3 given leave to file an amended pleading under Rule 25] ~he cour~ may en~er

4 judgmen~ in favor of ~he moving par~y or. if ~he dismissal is for

5 defense (3) or ~he cour~ has given leave ~o file an amended

6 pleading under Rule 25. may defer entry of judgmen~ pursuan~ ~o

7 subsec~ion B(3) of Rule 54.

Al~erna~ive B would add a new sec~ion H ~o Rule 21 as fgllows:

8 '* '* '* '*

9 H. S~ay of proceeding. Ho~wi~hs~anding any o~her provision of

10 ~his rule. should i~ appear to the court at any point in the

11 proceedings. by mo~ion or o~herwise, tha~ a prior actiOn is

12 pending be~ween the saae parties for the saae cause. ~he court aay

13 in its discre~ion order ~hat proceedings be stayed pending

14 disposition of ~he prior actiOn.

*Judge Linder and Mr. Johnson.

**The Subcommittee prefers Alternative A.
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MEMORANDUM

To: Council on Court Procedures
From: The Subcommittee (Johnson, Linder) on ORCP 21 A(3)
Re: Recommended Amendment to the Rule
Date: May 12,2000

A. Background: the problem.

Under ORCP 21 A(3), a defendant may move to dismiss an action based on the
fact that there is "another action pending between the same parties for the same cause ."
The rule further provides that "[w]hen the motion to dismiss has been granted, judgment
shall be entered in favor of the moving party unless the court has given leave to file an
amended pleading under Rule 25." The potential problem is that the prior action may
have an outcome that does not resolve the issues, at which point the plaintiff should be
free to refile. By that time, however, the court may have lost jurisdiction. As Maury
Holland hypothesized:

"21 A(3) contains the admittedly remote, yet real, potential for
causing serious injustice. Suppose, for example, that A sues B in an
Oregon circuit court. B then moves for dismissal Ofthat action on the
ground that A is a member of the plaintiff class in a class action pending in
some other court in the United States. The judge, pursuant to A(3), grants
B's motion to dismiss. Some time later the class in the other action is
decertified, or the other action is disposed on some procedural ground not
going to the merits. A then re-commences his action against B. While the
previous dismissal in the Oregon court pursuant to A(3) would have been
without prejudice, the pertinent statute of limitations might well have run
and A's claim against B thus become time-barred."

Weller v, Weller, 164 Or App 25, 988 P2d 921 (1999), provides the only reported
instance of the problem coming to pass. There, wife filed a dissolution action in Oregon.
Husband, in a race to the courthouse, had previously filed for dissolution in Idaho. The
Oregon court dismissed without prejudice. The Idaho judgment was then entered.
Idaho did not have personal jurisdiction over wife, so it could not adjudicate property
and support issues. Wife refiled in Oregon, seeking (as relevant to our concern here) a
division of personal property based on husband's enhanced earning capacity. The
Court of Appeals agreed with husband that Oregon lacked subject matter jurisdiction to
make that property division because, under the pertinent statutes, the court must do so
as relief ancillary to a judgment of dissolution. By the time of the refiling in Oregon, the
parties were no longer married and the action was not one for dissolution.

A. Possible solutions

1. Do Nothing.

As written, the rule makes entry of a judgment in favor of the moving party
mandatory "unless the court gives leave to file an amended pleading * * *." At least
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arguably, the harsh result in Weller would be avoided by that course. The case would
simply remain pending and would be reactived by the filing of the amended petition. In
effect, that action serves to stay the case.

The downside of that is that the rule's current language makes that solution
obscure, both to courts and to the parties. Also, requiring an "amended pleading" is
artificial because the problem is not in the contents of a plaintiffs pleading, but in the
timing of the proceeding.

2. Amend ORCP 21 (A) to give the court discretion to defer entry of
judgment when the dismissal is on this ground.

The rule could be amended as follows:

"When a motion to dismiss has been granted,j\l~ shall 9@ @Bt@l'@Q iB
f&'lQf ef tae me'liagpatty YBI8&& tAe €9l:U't Has giveR lei'll ~Q file aa ameaQ8Q
IlI@aQiBg \lBQ8£ Ral@ 23 the court may enter jndgment in favor of the moving
party or, if the dismissal is for defense (3) or the court has given leave to me
an amended pleading under Rule 25, may defer entry of jndgment pnrsnant
to Rule 54B(3).

The amendment provides that the court "may" enter judgment (rather than "shall"
do so) after granting the motion to dismiss, thus emphasizing and making express that
the court has discretion at that point. By cross-referencing Rule 54 B(3), the
amendment permits the court to defer entry of the judgment on the same terms ("for
good cause shown") as would justify deferring entry of judgment for inactivity in the
case. The net effect would be to stay the case.

3. Amend the rule as per Maury Holland's proposal in the February 12,
2000 agenda.

Maury suggested deleting all references in section A to the defensive assertion of
the fact of a prior action pending, and creating a new section H, which would provide:

H. Notwithstanding any other provision of this rule, should it appear
to the court at any point in the proceedings, by motion or otherwise,
that a prior action is pending between the same parties for the same
cause, the court may in its discretion order that proceedings be stayed
pending disposition of the prior action.

The subcommittee sees a couple of problems with that proposed amendment.
First, it may be a bigger break from current practice (raising the matter as a defense,
pursuant to the pleading practices and procedures described in A) than is necessary.
The rule provides no guidance on when or how to raise the prior action issue, nor how
to establish the existence of the prior action. Also, although staying the action is purely
discretionary, no other options are identified. Can the court still dismiss the action on .
this basis? Or does the elimination of that ground from section A suggest a dismissal
would no longer be among the appropriate dispositions? It would seem that, in nine
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cases out of ten, a dismissal remains sound, given the rarity of the problem. If that is so, it
may be better to fix the problem by broadening the options available under current
section A, rather than giving the impression that the usual case should be stayed.

A. The Subcommittee's Bottom Line

We favor the second proposed solution, which would be to amend section A
itself. The particular amendment that we have proposed may require some refinement.
But we think it-or something close to it-will provide a solution without changing
current practice more than necessary.
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Amendment.st.o Sect.ion S4 E proposed by
Rule S4 Subcommit.t.ee

{{Matter to be added in bold underlined, to be deleted in
[italics enclosed in square brackets]

1 E. CompromiseJ Effect. of Accept.ance or Reject.ion.

2 Except as provided inORS 17.065 through 17.085, the party against

3 whom a claim is asserted may, at any time up to 10 days prior to

4 trial, serve upon the party asserting the claim an offer to allow

5 judgment • e x c 1 u s i v e 0 fat. t. 0 r n e y fee s. cos t. s. and

6 disbursement.s. to be given against the party making the offer

7 for the sum, or the property, or to the effect specified therein.

8 If the party asserting the claim accepts the offer, the party

J asserting the claim or such party's attorney shall endorse such

10 acceptance thereon, and file the same with the clerk before trial,

11 and wihin three days from the time it was served upon such party

12 asserting the claim1 and thereupon judgment shall be given

13 accordingly, as a stipulated judgment. unless t.he part.ies

14 agree[d upon) otherwise by a separat.e agreement. [the parties],

15 costs, disbursements, and attorney fees shall be entered in

16 addition as part of such judgment as provided in Rule 68. If :the·

17 offer is not accepted and filed within the time prescribed, it

18 shall be deemed withdrawn, and shall not be given in evidence on

19 the trial; and if the party asserting the claim fails to obtain a
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·20- more favorable jUdgment, the party asserting the claim shall not

recover costs, prevailing party fees, disbursements, or aetorney

~l fees incurred after the date of the offer, but the party against

23 whom the claim was asserted shall recover of the party asserting

24 the claim costs and disbursements, not including prevailing party

25 fees, from the time of the service of the offer.
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To:
From:
Date:
Re:

MEMORANDUM
Court Practices and Procedures Committee
Hon. Paul J. Lipscomb
June 20, 2000
Justice Durham's Proposed changes to Rule 54E

Many years ago my Greek professor taught me that "even Homer nods," so it is with
considerable respect for Justice Durham that I submit the following for your committee's
consideration. However, Justice Durham's proposed amendment appears to me to be one where the
new and broadly applied "cure" is going to be worse than any occasional "disease" occasioned by the
current rule, particularly when the various adverse "side effects" are considered.

I understand that the intent ofJustice Durham's proposal is to change existing law to prohibit
all-inclusive lump sum offers under Rule 54E, now that the Supreme Court has specifically
determined that the current rule permits such offers. I further understand that the principal reason for
the change is to attempt to avoid potential ethical conflicts of interest which can occur when an all
inclusive offer is made under the current rule. I submit, however, that in practice such an amendment
would merely substitute one potential ethical conflict for another, and that, unlike the existing
problem, the new conflict cannot be easily avoided by the written fee agreement.

Under the current rule, if a substantial lump sum, all-inclusive offer is made, the client and
the attorney's respective interests may be put in conflict, or at least potentially so, dependent upon the
provisions of their written fee agreement. Under certain circumstances the client may be natui:ally
inclined to accept such an offer, whereas the attorney may wish that it would be rejected so as to
preserve a separate claim for attorney's fees. (For example, a $30,000 all-inclusive offer is made on
a $50,000 claim.)

Alternately, under the proposed rule revision, if a statutory offer for a discounted payoffwere
made, then a similar conflict would arise. The attorney would be interested in having the client
accept the statutory offer I) to lock in the claim for full attomey fees, and 2) to avoid the risk of all
additional attomey fees being cut off if the judgment came in even slightly smaller than the offer. If
the client were somewhat tempted by the offer, but still hesitant, the attorney's truly objective
assessment of the pros and cons of the offer would be critical.

EssentiaIly, this is the same conflict issue that exists under the current rule ifa non-inclusive
offer is made. However, Justice Durham's proposal further specifies that ifthe parties agree by "a
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separate agreement" then the attorney's fees may be discounted or avoided entirely. This sets up a
new and separate potential conflict between the lawyer and the client. Usually the client's "costs"
will be far less than the lawyer's "fees." In my view this is a worse potential conflict than the one it
replaces, and in any event, there is no good reason to change the existing rule so as to simply
substitute one conflict situation for another.

The proposed amendment will no doubt also involve further litigation over how "separate"
the "separate agreement" must be. (What if the first offer is contingent upon acceptance ofthe
"separate" offer also?)

Presumably, most attorneys also will have written fee agreements that are based, in some
degree, on the existing rule and are successfully able to avoid the current pitfalls. I submit that it
would be very difficult ifnot impossible to create a fee agreement that would avoid conflicts under
the proposed rule, particularly with the "separate agreement" language.

Moreover, any broadly applied change like that under consideration is bound to have a
limiting effect on settlements, which should be encouraged rather than discouraged. Generally the
insurance company for the defense is seeking to quantify its risk and needs to get rid of the entire
problem, not just the 'merits' of the case. While some such offers may occasionally happen, in my
experience few adjusters will authorize settlement ofonly part ofa case, leaving other aspects still
open. Accordingly, the effect of the change will probably be to reduce the number of statutory offers,
which in tum, will hamper settlements between the parties and provide less incentive in any . .
settlement environment, including judge assisted settlement conferences.

The Judicial Department's Vision 2020 calls for all ofus to 1) promote peaceful, cost
effective problem solving, and 2) reduce jury trials by mediation, arbitration and fair settlements.
The proposed change to Rule 54E runs counter to our collective vision by reducing settlements and
increasing jury trials, with the attendant expense to the parties and taxpayers.

The rule will also automatically make more work for the courts even if the offer is made and
accepted. By settling only a portion ofthe case, the proposed rule change would then require a
separate hearing on attorneys fees and costs. (At which the judge must then make special findings to
support the fee award so as to insure against a potential, but statistically rare, appeal.)

To recap, there are at least three significant undesirable results from the proposed rule
change: 1) the attorney/client issue is not avoided, merely one set ofconflicts is substituted for
another, and the new potential ethical conflicts are harder to avoid through written agreements, 2) the
new rule would unavoidably hamper settlements and increase costs, and 3) the new rule will
unnecessarily create more work for the trial bench.

Although I do not necessarily speak for every other Marion County Judge, all those in
attendance at our meeting where the proposal was discussed, voiced opposition to the proposed
change, and asked me to express our disagreement. Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, this
Presiding Judge asks that the Conncil on Court Procedures reject the proposed change to Rule 54E as
both flawed in theory and counterproductive in practice.
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FINAL WORKING DRAFT - 4/3/00

Note:
deleted

Additional new language is bolded and underlined;
language is italicized and bracketed.

Amendments to ORCP 44:

RULE 44. PRETRIAL DISCOVERY OF HEALTH CARE RECORDS:

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL EXAMINATION OF PERSONS; REPORTS OF

EXAMINATIONS 1

A. Order for examination.

(text unchanged)

B. Report of examining physician or psychologist.

(text unchanged)

[c. Reports of examinations; claims for damages for injuries.

(delete text of section in its entirety)]

c . Health Care Records.

C(l) As used in this rule. "health care records" means

medical records as defined in ORS 192.525(8), and health
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care records· of a health care provider as defined in ORS

192.525(9) and (10), and health care records of a

community health program established under ORS 430.610

through 430.695.

C (2) Pretrial discovery of heal th care records from· a

party. Any party against whom a civil action is filed for

damages for injuries to the party or to a person in the

custody or under the legal control of a party, or for

damages for the death of a person whose estate is a party,

may obtain copies of all health care records within the

scope of discovery under Rule 36 B by either

C(2) (a) serving a request for production for such

records on the injured party or its legal custodian or

guardian pursuant to ORCP 43: or

C(2) (b) obtaining· the voluntary written consent

to release of the records to such party from the injured

party or its legal custodian or guardian before seeking

them from the health care provider. A

C (3) Pretrial discovery of. heal th care records

directly from health care provider or facility. Health

care records within the scope of discoverv under Rule 36 B

may be obtained by a party against whom a civil action· is
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filed for damages for injuries to the party or to a person

in the custody or under the legal control of a party. or

for damages for the death of a person whose estate is a

party. only by the procedure described in section (2) (b)

above. or by the procedures described in ORCP 55 H.

Pretrial subpoena of Health Care Records from health care

provider or facility . .3.

[D. Report; effect of failure to comply.

entirety) ]

(delete section in its

{E. Access to hospital records.

entirety) ]

(delete section in its

* * * * *

Amendments to ORCP 55 H.

RULE 55. SUBPOENA

(A. through G. unchanged.)

H. [Hospital Records] Pretrial subpoena of health care

records from health care provider or facility.

[H(l) Hospital. (existing text deleted entirely)]
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H CII For purposes of this section. "health Care

records" are defined in ORCP 44 C Cll.

NOTE: The basic existing language in H(2), H(2) (a),
H(2) (b), H(2) (c) and H(2) (d) is now contained in H(7) with
appropriate changes.

HC2l Except when it is provided with a voluntary

written consent to release of the health care records

pursuant to ORCP 44 C (21 (b I. any party against whom a

civil action is filed for damages for injuries to the

party or to a person in the custody or under the legal

control of a party. or for damages for the death of a

person whose estate is a party. may obtain copies of

health care records within the scope of discovery under

Rule 36 B directly from a health care provider or facility

only by serving upon the party whose health care records.

or whose decedent's health care records are sought: A

HC2l Cal a form of SUBPOENA for such records

directed to the health care provider. accompanied by

statutory witness fees calculated as for a deposition at

the place of business of the custodian of the records. and
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H(2}(b} simultaneously, an AUTHORIZATION TO

DISCLOSE HEALTH CARE RECORDS in the form provided by ORS

192.525 (3), on which the following information has been

designated with reasonable particularity: the name of the

health care provider or providers or facility or

facilities from which records are sought, the categories

or types of records sought, and the time period,

treatment, or claim for which records are sought. If the

name of a health care provider or facility is unknown to

the party seeking records, they may designate "all" health

care providers or facilities, or "all" of them within a

described category. The AUTHORIZATION shall designate the

attorney for the party whose records are sought, or that

party if unrepresented, as the persons to whom the records

are released. 5 ;

H (3) Within 14 days after receipt of service of such

a SUBPOENA and AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE HEALTH CARE

RECORDS, a party whose records are sought shall:

H(3l (al as to any part of the request to which it

does not object, obtain the signature of a person able to

consent to the release of the requested records or

authorized by law to obtain the records, as used in ORS

192.525 (2), and a date of signature, on the AUTHORIZATION

and, either
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HPl (al (il return it to the requesting party

for its use in obtaining records directly

from the health care provider(sl or

facility(sl.

H(3l ( a ) (iil serve . the SUBPOENA and

AUTHORIZATION by mail on the health care

provider or providers or facility or

facilities indicated. along with the

STATEMENT OF INSTRUCTIONS· provided in section

3 below: and

HPl (bl as to any part of the SUBPOENA and

AUTHORIZATION to which it does object. serve a written

objection pursuant to ORCP 43 B on the party seeking the

discovery.§.

H(4l Upon receipt of an objection to all or part of a

SUBPOENA and AUTHORIZATION pursuant to subsection (2l (bl

above. the party issuing the SUBPOENA and AUTHORIZATION

may seek an order compelling discoverv. pursuant to ORCP

H(Sl Upon serving an objection to part or all of a

SUBPOENA and AUTHORIZATION pursuant to subsection (2l (bl

above. the objecting party may seek an order limiting
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extent; of disclosure, pursuant; to QRCP 36 C,7.

.H(6) Statement of instructions • Along with a

SUBPOENA and AU'l'HOR'IZATrON for health gare regord_

directly from a health c·are provider or facility

hereunder, the party whose records are sought;. shall

prepare . and serye on the hospital ar health gare provi49r

with the AU'l'HORUA'l''ION the fallowing S'l'A'l'EMEN'l' 01'

INSTBUC'UONS 11

H(6) (a) Enclos,d with this STATEMEU'l' 01'

INS'l'RUC'l':rONS is a statutory SUBPOENA and AU'l'HOBUA'l';[OlI '1'0

D:ISCLOSB MEP'ICAL RECORpS pursuant ta ORS 192 .525 n) which

has been signed by a person able to consent to the release

of the requested record. orauthorhed by law .s;o obs;ain

the records. Copies af S;he designated records are soughS;

by each of the· following parS;ie.:

H(6) (a) (i) (n.me and address of person Who.e

records are soughS;, or their as;s;orney)

H(6) ta) (ii) (p.me ap.cl address of eagb. ot;.1upr

party or their atS;arney who seeks acce.. S;o the.

J.::-iJ90r41) .
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H(§) (b) J:n order to comply with thia

Authorization and these instructions. please make

copies of the designated records« place each copy in A

separately sealed package bearing the address and postage

to each of, the names identified abov,. and plac. all of

them together in one package or shipment. ap4 m'11 that

papkag, within five (5) dan of this dat:., t:.o the persOll

whose records are sought: or their represent:.at:.iD. whos.

name and address an listed first:. above. Only

(name of person or their attorney whose record.

an sought:.) :La authorized, t:.o recelve the copies o~ t:.hes.

records direct:.ly from YOU.'"

HI§) (c) The STATEMEN'l' OF :J:NS'l'BUCT:r:QNS shall b •.

signed by the party whose rec9rds are s9ught:.. or t:.heir

attorney. aM a coPY served with a cert:.Ulcat:.e o~ service

pUrsuant;. t9 PRCP 9 C on each party or t:.heir at:.t:.orney.

seeki.ng discoverv of the health care records.

U(7) Mode of Compliance. [The following is the existing first

paragraph of 55 H(2) verbatim, but with "hospital records· c~anged

to "health care records· and "hospital· changed to "health care

provider" and "pretrial" added) [Hospital] Health CAre recordS

may be obtained by subpoena pretrial only as provided in this

section. However, if disclosure of any requested records is

restricted or otherwise limited by state or federal' l~w, then the
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protected records shall not be disclosed in response to the

subpoena unless the requirements of the pertinent law have been

complied with and such compliance is evidenced through an

appropriate court order or through execution of an appropriate

consent. Absent such consent or court order, production of the

requested records not so protected shall be considered proc:iuction

of the records responsiv~ to the subpoena. If an appropriate

consent or court order does accompany. the subpoena, then

production of all records requested shall be considered production

of the records responsive to the subpoena. 10

B(7l (al (The following is existing language in

SS H(2) (a) with the same changes in terminology and additional

appropriate language changes; the reference to subsection (3) has

been changed to subsection (8).) Except as provided in subsection

[(4)] .1i.l. of this section, when a subpoena is served upon a

custodian of [hospital] health care records in an action in which

the [hospital] health care provider is not a party, and the

subpoena requires the production of all or part of the records of

the [hospital] health care provider relating to the care or

treatment of a patient [at] S2I. the [hospital] health can

provider, it is sufficient compliance therewith if a custodian

delivers by mail or otherwise [a] the number of t~e and correct

[copy] copie, of all the records responsive to the subpoena

indicatea in the subpoepa or statement .of ipstructiop"

within five days after receipt thereof.

Attachment 3E-9 to
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accompanied by the affidavit described in subsection (8) of this

3ection. The [copy] copies may be photographic or

microphotographic reproduction.

1(7) (b) (The following is existing language in

55 H(2) (b) modified consistent with STATEMENT OFINSTRUCTJ:ONS in

H(6) above.) The [copy}· copie' of the records shall be separately

enclosed in [a] sealed envelope. or wrapper. on which the title

and number of the action. name of the witness, and date of the

subpoena are clearly inscribed. The sealed envelope. or wrapper.

shall be enclosed in an outer envelope or wrapper and sealed~ The

outer envelope or ·wrapper shall be addressed [as follows: (i) if

the subpoena directs attendance in court, to the clerk of the

court, or to the judge thereof. if there is no clerk; (ii) if the

subpoena directs attendance at a deposition or other hearing, to

the officer administering the oath for the deposition, at the

place designated in the .subpoena for taking of the deposition or

at the officer's place of business; (iii) in other cases involving

a hearing, to t~e officer or body conducting the hearing at the

official place of business; (iv) if no hearing is scheduled, to

the attorney or party issuing the subpoena] to the perlon who,.

records are sought or their representatiye. whose nne 'P"
address are listed in the S'l'A'l'EMEN'l' OJ' ;[NS'1'RtlC1'I0JIS.

pursuant to sectiop Bl§) (a) (ii) herein.
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BU) (Title of existing H(3» Aff1dav1.t of custod111.D of

records.

B(8) (a) (The following is existing language in

existing H(3) (a) with appropriate changes.) The records de.scribed

Ln this section shall be· acco1l\Panied by the affidavit of the

custodian of the (hospital] health care provider, stating in

substance each of the following: (i) that the affiant is a duly

authorized custodian of the records and has authority to certifY

. records; (ii) that the [copy is a] copies an true [copy).·

copi•• of all the records responsive to the subpoena; (iii) that

the records were prepared by the personnel of the [hospital, staff

physicians or persons acting under the control of either] health

care provider, in the ordinary course of [hospital] ita

business, at or near the time of the act, condition, or event

described or referred to therein.

B(8)(b) (The following is existing language in H(3) (b)

with appropriate changes.) 1:f the (hospi tal] health care .

Provider has none of the records described in the subpoena, or

only· part thereof, the affiant shall so state in the affidavit,

and shall send only those records of which the affiant has

custody.

HIS] Ic) (The following is existing language in H(3) (c) .)
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· When more than one person has knowledge of the facts required to

be stated in the affidavit, more than one affidavit may be made.

H(9) (Existing title of H(4» PersoDa~ attendance of

custod.:LaD of records may be requ.:Lred.

H(P) (a) (The following is existing language in H(4) (a)

with appropr~ate changes.) The personal attendance of a custodian

of {hospital] health care provider records and the production

of original {hospital} health care provider records is required

if the .subpoena duces tecum contains the ·following statement:

The personal' attendance of a custodian of {hospital] health

care provider records and the production of original records is

required by this subpoena. The procedure authorize~ pursuant to

Oregon Rule of Civil Procedure (55 H(2J] SS B(7) and (8) shall

not be deemed sufficient 90llilliance with this subpoena.

H(P) (bl (The following is existing language in H(4) (b)

with appropriate changes.) If more than one subpoena duces tecum

is served on a custodian of {hospital] health care proyi·oar

records and personal attendance is required under each pursuan; to

paragraph (a) of this subsection, the custodian shall be deeIl\ed to

be the witness of the party serving the first such subpoena.

Attachmenl3E_12 10
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[H(S) Tender and payment of fees .. Not:l1ing in t:l1is section

requires tender or payment of more t:l1an one wi mess and mileage

fee or other charge unless t:l1ere has been agreement to t:l1e

contrary. ]

H(10) Fees for copies. A health cal"$! provid.er mny

charge a reasonable fee· for responding to a release

authorization or subpoena. for health care records. A

reasonable fee for coi!ying and providing such record.

shall not exceed twenty-five cents ($0.25) per paga. les.

any prepaid witness fee. in the absence of perSonal

attendance by the custodiaD of the records I 13.

B(11) abBqaHon of party or attorney· of party

whose health care records are received from health gan

provider. pursuant; to subpoena. Upon receipt of the sealed

copies of the health care repords addressed to each of the
..

parties seeking access to them. the part;y whose record.

are sQUg". or his or her at;t;Orney. shall open only the

cOPy addreued t;0 t;hat; party or .attorney. and shall have

14 d.ays in which to reyiew t;hem' Not;. lat;er t;haD 14 day.

aft;er receipt of the records· from the healt;h car. proyider

or fac;iUty. the party whose records· are sought;. shall

either serve t;he unopened copies of t;Ae reco;=4. on each

part:y seeking them. or shall serve· .aeb lueh party wi"

obiections teo their producdon pursuant teo QRCP U a,
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B(11) (a) Privilege or objegtion log. When a
'Party objects to the provision of health care records-

otherwise discoverable by subpoena pursuant to thi.

section. the party shall make the objection expressly and

shall· describe the nature of the records objected to in a

manner that. without revealing informatiOJl which i.

privileged or protected. will enable other part!•• to

assess the applicabi'lity of the privilege or pro1;egtion•

B(11) (b) In camera review. Xn 1;he event; of a·

motion 1;0 compel production of any healtch care record.

whigh have been received by the par1;y whose regords are

sought; pursuant; to this section. tha1; par1;y shall delU.r

1;he sealed copies of those records to t:.he court for 1. n

camera review withip the time permit1;ed for filing !1:'

relpon,. to the mOt;lop 1;9, compel,

B(12) Nothing coptained !.p this rul. • or !.p 1;he us.

. of the AUTBQRUATXQN TO DJ:SCLOSI MEDXCAL RECORDS shaH

gons1;11;u1;' a waiver of any common law or s1:a1;u1;ory

privilege aga!.ps1: disclOSUre of apy heal1:h car. regords.

or apy other confidepdal commupicatiop be1;we'n apy part:y

aM a health gar. prov!.der or facili1:Y. beyopc! the

copt.nh of 1:h. records for whigh disglosure ia

specifically authorized. aPe! to 1;h. pardes to whop

disclosur. iP specifigallv authorized upder 1:hiP seg1:i08'
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R(13) Any healthcare records obtained pursuant; 1<0

this rule shall' only be used for purposes of the pendinsr

litigation. After the litigation is resolyed. the health

care records shall be either returned to the party who.e.

record. they are or destroyed.

* * * * *

Amendments to 55 I

RULB 55

[Medical Records] [Note: all of existing 55 I is deleted. though

not shown here) 12

Z. SUbpoena of health care regord. for trial,

attendapce . of. custodian with original record. at trial

;[Cl) Notwithstanding' Rule 55 H. a subpoena of health

care record. to trial may be served directly OR tM health

care facility or it. health care regord. gu.tocUap by the

party seeking the health care regon. without; AD

AUTR01\I:ZAT:[ON TO DISCLOSE HEALTH CARE RECOBDS deagribed at;

Rule 55 H(2) Cb) above. or a STATEMENT or ZNS'.l'RUC'J.':[QRS

desg;ribed at;. Bule 55 R(6) abou.
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%(l)(a) Except as indicated in section X(2); it

is sufficient compliance with SUeh a subpoena if a

custodian delivers by man or otherwise a true aDd corregt;

cOPY elf all the records responsiye to the subpoena within

fiye . days after receipt; thereof, sealed in an envelope

addressed to the clerk of the court where the agtiop 11

pending, accompanied by an affidavit described i.p OJl.CP SS

B« 8), 'l'h, copy may be photographic or micro photograPhig.

The copy of the records shan, be separately eDglosed in·· •.

sealed envelope or wrapper on which the title and p....'her

of the action, name of the health care provider or

facility, and date of the subpoena are clearly insqribed.

'!'he sealed envelope or wrapper .shall be enclosed in 'n

outer envelope or wrapper aDd sealed. The outer epvelope

shall pe addressed to the clerk of the court, or to t:he

:Judge if there 11 po clerk.

X(1)(b) '!'he package containing records produced

in response to a subpoena to t;ri&1 sha11 remain sealed ·n"
shall be opened only at the time of tdd at the cUrectiop

of the judge or with agreement;. of the partie... '1'be

record. shall be opened in the presence of' 11.11 partie. who

haye appearea, Record' which are not; introduged in

eYidenge or' required AI part of the record shall be

returned . t;0 the gustodian who . submitted thg.
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:If21 The personal attendance of a custodiap of health

..

care records and the productiop of original health car.

records at a trial or deposition is required if a subpoepa

duces tecum contains the following statemept;

The personal. attendance of a custodiap of healt;.h

care record. .and the production of t;.hti· origipal

record•. :I.e required by this subpoepa. The

procedures authorized by ORCP U C or ORCP 55 B

shan not;. be deemed sUfficiept complianc. wit;.h

thil subpoeDa •

• • • • •
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NO'l'ES

1 • It is our belief that so long as A &%Id B of Rule 44

reJllllin, C, D, and If C&%l be deleted without changing

al1Jl' of the practical effects of these rules, under the

assWDption that _. are now comprehensively prov!c1.1ng

three alternative methods (request ·for product!on,

related sanctions, for obtaining what should amount to

all medical records. We will need to cons!der the

question whether some parts of D still need to be

separately stated, before finali:ring our

recommendat!ons.

2. Re 44 cts) I We do not mean to be inadvertently

changing prior rules so·. as to permJ.t discover;y of ODe

person's records from some other person who has DO

duty or mot!ve to protect them, e. g. , a prev!ou. party

!n this act!on or some other action who has rece!ved

them for purposes of that previous or other act!on.

Among other th!ngs, the above new languag!l !DteDds t:o

ma1c:e clear this !s about: getting the pat!ent'. records.

from them or the!r legal representat!ve !n th!.
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action.

Also, subsection (b) ,was added recently to _11::. sur.

we are not ,foreclosing ,practi t.ioners from excb.anging a,.

sigued release form from the patient wb.ich allow.

another party to se..1I:: th. record. them.elve., a. i.

sometimes done. When that metb.od i. not agr.eabl. to

the patient or it. attorn.y, or i. Dot suffici.nt to

spring loo.e the record. in tb.. ey.. of tb.. provid.r,

or i. not adequately" c.rtain to get the full r.cord.

in anyone'• mind, the r ••t of the.. rul.. mey be'

.:I..Dv01l::ed.

3. We proposethi. new prov.:l.sion in ORCP 44 a. a cro••

reference to 55 Il, leaviDg all subpoena rule. aDd

procedures in chapter 55, where someone tiiiD1l::1ng about

it that way would 10011:: fir.t, while al.o guiding tb..

per.on who 10011::. fir.t in ORCP 44 becau.. it i.

essentially .. matter of pretrial discovery, r.lat4!'d by

objective to the re.t of ORCP 44.

4. Re, 55 Il(Z), ,-he e.mpb.a.i. on exclu.ivity of tb.•••

metb.od•. (reIea.. sigu.d by pati.nt aDd giv.n t:o

opponent, or our new subpoena-rel.a•• m.thod) for

getting record. "directly' . from provid.r. i. to avoid

que.t:ions whetb..r th.y are Btill Bubj.c:t:., t:o .ubpo• .ua
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under the old rule. _ are tr,y.:l.ng to replace.

s. AD obv.:l.ous quest.:l.on JIUIly be· asked: JIIh,;y does tMs use

both a subpoena and a "release- to get the records'

!l'he answer .:I.. that the subcomm.:l.ttee wants both the

automat.:l.c enforcement mechan.:l.sm. of the subpoenapo_r

(w.:l.thout the need to .:I.nvent new mechan.:l.....,. or connect

.:I.nto other e:X.:l.st.:l.ng ones) and the add.:l.t.:l.onal deta.:Ued

.:I.nstruct.:l.ons we are more comfortable plac.:l.ng .:I.n the

·release document • Add.i.t.i.onally, comb.in.i.ng the twO

.i.nstruments ought to lay to rest any l.i.nger.ing

. u.licerta.i.nty among prov.i.ders about whether a subpoena

or a release g.i.ves them the broader author.i t 1'/

requ.i.rement to cO.II\Ply. Some pract.i.t.ioner. have had

pro.v.i.ders balk at .releas.ing records e.i.thez:: because no

subpoena or no release signed by the pat.i• .iit had

acco.II\Pan.i.ed. the request. !l'h.is _1' st_ from

.i.nterpretat.:l.ons of the federal statutes protect.ing

certa.i.n mental health records, drug records, and .

perhaps AIDS test.ing records, wh.ich se_ to requ.ire

wr.i.tten con.ent of the pat.ient regardless of subpoeJia.

6; Re: 55 .(3) (b): !I'.Us .:I.s our prov.:l.s.ion of lID .:I.D.it.ia~ •

opportup.ity to assert pr.iv.ilege or scop. of d.:lscover;y

ob:/ections.
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,

1. Re: 55 B(4} and (5): We intend to preserve the two

way stre.t f.or Beeking court guidaDce or sanct.:l.on, so

thAt either pArty CaD go forward to seek A remedy

agAinst the subpoenA or its res.:l.stAnc••

8. Re: 55 B(6}: !rhe reason for this additionAl

instructionAl enclosure is our recognition of the

difficulty using rules of civ.:l.l procedure, wh.:l.ch by

their nAture apply to parties but not stranger. to the

lit:.:Lgation, to. forc. non-part.:f.e~ to do someth.:l.Dg. rt:

is not out of the question to make these __e

instructions into rul.s mandating act.:f.on bY' t.be

recip.:f.ent of the subpoenA .:f.f aDYone i. oonoerDed that

medioal prov.:f.der. will resi.t or fa.:f.l to oOJllPly with

the.e step••

9. Re: 55 B (6) (b) : !rhe blanks in the .:I.nstruotioD form.

are for flex.:f.b.:f.l.:f.ty. Intent .:I.. that the number of

oopie. w.:f.ll b. determ.ined by the· number of 1.:1. tigAnt•.

desir.:f.ng to reoeive -ehe product.:f.on. !rhe D_e blaDk .:I..

for the party who.. record. Are sought. We • .bould

consider whether these points need more spell.:l.Dg out

in t:.be rule.

10. ReI S5 II (1}I

is preserved from the COUDc.:l.I'. receDt: _eDdmeDt. to
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solve problems medical providers had with apparent

inconsistencies betweeD· our rule and federal

protections of certain medical records. We should not

have to re-hAsh that recent work.

11. We recogni.e that aZI,Y atteJllPt to limit cost. of

medical records copies may become controver.ial, but

there is a consensus of the subcommittee to -run it up

the flagpole' •

~.2 • ReI SS :r I

perhaps W2wanted changes in practice if our ne...

discovery procedures are not clearly distinguished

from what one does to subpoena medical record. to

court for trial,· or ee subpoena records custodians and

original records for trial show-and-tell. Because -'

this is a different subject and 55 II is already quite

long, using 55 :r seems logical for this plac_e.nt.
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PAUL M. PUZISS,M.D.,P.C.
PIf't'S1CtAN Af'U) SUAGI:ON

0""'0'''''' SuIo:l~r SHDtnJmo ClMC 0" Pt1frTuNo
3800 S.W.e-. Hlll.$!l<ltuv_, '250

B"",.,ON, OReGON 97005
1''''_

F.... (SA}"""""

Oiplomalll Am.dean
Bollrcl at OrthoPAedic
Surgery

May 19, 2000

The Council on Court Procedures
Professor Maurice Holland
Executive Director

FAX: 541-346-1564

RE: ORCP 44 and ORCP 55 of Oregon Code of Civil Procedure.

Dear Mr. Holland:

It is my understanding that any changes in the codes in this regard
would require a physician's office to make multiple copies of
potentially huge charts of patients for legal cases ..

Please note that this would place an enormously increased burden on
our already over-burdened medical staff. Our overhead is already
too high and further overhead increases cannot he tolerated, and it
is totally unfair to have physicians placed in this position.

I strongly oppose making doctor's offices a source of multiple
copies of charts. Our burdens are already too great already.
Please help eliminate this possibility as we simply cannot afford
it.

Sincerely,

Paul M. PU2iss, M.D.
PMP:gts/bam
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YIA FACSIMII.E S41-346-1S64

Prof. Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director
Council on CourtProcedures
.1221 University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Or 97403·1221

Re: Proposed Amendments to Oregon Rulesof Civil Procedure 44 and 55

DearProfessor Holland:

TheOregon Association of Defense Counsel appreciates the opportunity to

comment on theproposed amendments to ORCP 44 and 55, whieh we understand
willbe further considered at the Council meeting on Saturday, May 20, 2000.

The OADe board discussed these proposed amendments, at length, at our
lastmeeting on May 10,2000. After careful consideration, the OADC has decided
to oppose the amendments to ORCP 44and 55. The OADC respectfully believes
that these proposed amendments would significantly complicate, delay andincrease
the cost for theparties, attorneys andcourt of obtaining necessarymedical records
foruse in civil litigation. TheOADC board raised the followingconcerns, among
others, about theproposed amendments to ORCP 44 and55,

First,obtaining medical records under theseproposed amendments could take
.90 clays or more, particularly whenfollowing the newauthori zationlsubpoena
procedure. There are somany places where plaintiff's counsel canobjectto the
subpoena or particular records that theparties andcourtcould be tiedup with
motions to compel andotherprocedural complications formonths, trying to obtain
medical records. There is nothing in these proposed amendments thatwould require
a plaintiffor plaintiffs counsel to provide a listof medical providers at the time a
personal injury lawsuit is filed. As a practical matter, therefore, defense counsel
oftendoesnot find outabout all the medical providers until the timeof the plaintiffs
deposition. Because ofRule21 motions anddocument discovery, that deposition
can oftenbe as much assix months after thefiling of a lawsuit. Ifdefense counsel
then needed to proceed withthe subpoena/authorization route, it could be very
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Prof. Maurice J.Holland
May 18,2000
Page 2

difficultto obtainthose records in preparation for trial. As you know,a number of
Oregoncounties, suchasMultnomah, follow a verystrict adherence to the 12-monlb
trial rule. CoosCounty setscases6 to 8 months from filing and setoversare rarely
granted. The roadblocks facilitated by theseamendments seemvery unfair when,
plaintiffs attorney oftenhasmonths or years to obtainrecordsand prepare a case
before filinga lawsuit.

Second, the OADC believes that theseproposed amendments would be a step
backward from existlni rules. For example. WIder currentpractice, defensecounsel
can subpoena hospital records underORCP 55(h) andmedicalrecords under ORCP
55(1). Therewas.no doubt, substantial discussion about these provisions when they
were adopted. As weread the newproposed amendments. the authorization and
subpoena andthe records wouldgo to plaintiff'scounsel even as to hospital records.
whichhas not beenexisting practice. Plaintiff'scounsel now has 14days to object
to a hospitalsubpoena under ORCP 55(h). Wedo not see why additional roadblocks
need to be created fortheproduction of medical records.

Third. the OADC believes thattheseproposed amendments will result in
significant timeandcostforplaintiff'scounsel, defense counseland the courts. We
envision a significant increase in pretrial discovery motions, arguing over the scope
ofsubpoenas andwhat records willbe produced andwhat records will not be
produced. As willbe discussed below, we do notbelieveany ofthls is necessary.
and the production ofmedical records canbe accomplished much more easily to all
partiesconcerned as is done in many states. It is beneficial to all parties and to the
systemto facilitate early caseevaluation andearlysettlement discussion. This
proposal doesjust the opposite.

Fourth, theseamendments shiftall the decision makingaboutwhat is
relevantdiscovery from the courts to the plaintiffsattorney. It is not uncommon
for parties to havelegitimate disagreement about whichmedical recordsare relevant
to II particular injury claim; it is difficult for the courtto fairlyresolvesuch a
disagreement without bothsideshaving havea full opportWlity to know what the
medical recordssay in the first place.

The OADC requests the Council on CourtProcedures to table these
proposedamendments so that all interested groups could try to comeup with a much
more efficient wayto produce medical records. Weurge the Council to consider a
proposal to aceompll.h th.. f'nllnunna·
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First, aplaintiffwaives the physician/patient privilege when a lawsuit It
whichplaces plaintiffs physical or mentalcondition in issue.

Second,a plaintiffor their attorney shall respondto an agreedupon';'~
interrogatory formthat requires the plaintiffto revealnamesof medical provldtlli'
they have seen overthe last 10 years.

Third. plaintiffor theplaintiff's attorney. shall provide a releaseto oblli" .
of thoserecords.

Fourth, an independent process servicecompany could then obtain eoplOi of
all those records for boththe plaintiff's counsel and the defense counsel.

Fi.l\h, plaintiffis entitled to a protective order ensurina that Information~.
plaintiffs medicalcondition wouldonlybe usedin the context of the litigation. and .
.ifrequested, the records would be returned to plaintiff. or plaintiff's counsel. at1he
conclusion of the case.

Sixth, plaintiffcounsel wouldhave sufficient time to make any objections at
to the admissibilityofanyof the records prior to trial.

The OADCrecognizes the Council on CourtProcedureshas limited authority
to adopt amendments thatwould affectthe patient/physician privilege and that,
therefore, someoftheseproposed changes mighthave to be made by the legislature.
However, the OADC believes that the typeofprocedure outlined above would make
life much easier on plaintiffs counsel, defense counsel and the courts, while at the
sametime. ensuring the confidentiality ofplaintiff's medical information. In
practice,defensecounsel arc not goingto try to refer to medical records at trial that
have nothing to do with the injuries beingclaimed. For example, If a plaintiff is
claimingneck injuries. defense counsel Isnot goingto refer to unrelated prior
problemsthat plaintiffhas had withhis knee, Any objectionsthat a plaintiff's
counselmay have to any records coming in at trial canbe made in advanceof trial,
burdo not need to delay the production of thoserecords. The records at a minimum
may lead to admissible evidence and,therefore. arc discoverable. Wc suspect that
there wouldbe a number ofplaintiff's attorneys that wouldnot object to this type of
proposal,which is used in a numberofstates. This wouldbemuch better for the
court system. The detailsofsucha proposal couldbe worked out with all interested
groups.
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Thankyou forthis opportunity. Wewillhave a representative at the meeting on May 20,
2000.

Jonathan M.Hoffman
President

cc: Mr.William A. Gaylord (viafacsimile 503-228-3628)
Mr. RalphC. Spooner (viafacsimile 503-588-5899)
Ms. Kathryn S. Chase(via facsimile 541-343-0701)
TheHonorable DanielL.Harris (viafacsimile 541-776-7057)

JMH:cst
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Terry Copperman., M.D., P.e.
fhy,ida" 4t $W&CO&t.

F..a».ily &.Gencol ttr.c:ticc
352S Hilyard .

EU8p.np, ( lrp.gon '/'/405
~1"*7-ll581

TO: ProfessorMorris J. Holland. Excc\ltivo l1iroclor
Council on Court Procedures
Fax: 541/3016-1561\

RE: Proposed Amendments to ORCP 44 and ORCP 55
ot (.)regon Code of CiVIl Procedures

Tv WltulII II MClY Cu,n:,.::m;

The proposed changes in procedures fer obtaining medical records requiring
physicians' offices to makemultipie copies of requested records places an
unreasonable and unfair burden on the practices ot independent phy~ir.lans.

As a solo practitioner in a small office. OVAr tns pastyear my staff and I have had to
work longovertime hours in orderto move from a situation where Illy practicewas
finanr.ially losing moneyto the place Whtlle I am breaklnQ even. My staff is overworked
andoverburdened by the economic IIansitional stresses to which we are subjected in
current times.

These proposed administratlve rules place additional financial and stressful burdens
unfairly on my staff and myself, which would result in further pressures to eliminRte the
small independent physician practitioners fromour community. I strongly oppose these
proposed amendments.

Sincerely yours.

TerryCopperman, M.D.

TC/$r$
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Center for Plastic Surgery

~~....,A/~ ...It.91, 9 ~
Cascade Paclllc: l'roressJonal CeDtel'

960 Uberty St. S.E.. Suite tOO, Salem. OR 97302
(503) 364-5033

fax (503) 364-4820

Certified by the Arnel'ican Board or ",..ee SurgeI)'
Member; Nnerlcan $oc:iely or 1'Iostl. _ Rec:onotru.tive Surse""", In•.

Sincerely.
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Please fax all the information you have on the amendments to ORCP 44 an
ORCP 55. Our fax number is (503) 364-4820. Or you can mail the informa
to the above address. I
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RE:
ORCP44
ORCP55
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MEMO

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

Professor MauriceJ. Holland
Executive Director
The Council on CourtProcedures

Physicians of Klamath Family Prectice Center

May 18.2000

DearProfessor Holland:

It hascometo our attention that thereIsa proposal to makesubstantial changes in the civil justice
procedures for obtaining health cererecords that would put the burden ofmultiplecopiesof medical
records on the healthcare provider. The amount of paperwork that we haveto handle on a dally baslsls
presently enormous, requiring a large medical clerkstaff. Anyfurtherdemands for copies of chartswould
leadto an overload of ourpresently stressed system. The system worksreasonably well the way we
haveit, please oppose anyamendments to ORCP 44 andORCP 55 of Oregon Code of Civil Procedure.
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PROFESSIONAL·CORPORATION

PHYSICIAN &: SURGEON
DIPI.OMATE OFTHEAMERICAN BOARD OFOR11iOPAEDIC SURGERY

717S.W. Gilson Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-6997 • Phone (503) 472-5166 • F/I% (503) 434-5372

' .. May 18,2000

TRANSMITTED BYFACSIMn.B (S.U)346.1S64

Council on Court Procedures
Professor Maurice J. Holland, Execut;ive Director' .

Dear Professor Holland:

It has come to my attention that substantial changes in civil justice procedures
for obtaining health care records has surfaced in the Oregon Council on Court
Procedures.

This relates to ORCp·44 and ORCP-55 of the Oregon Code of Civil Procedures
and most certain unfairly burdens. physicians' offices who are requested to
provide copies of medical records for people requesting them in court cases.

Already, this is an extraordinarily difficult, time consuming procedure for a
doctor's office to be asked to provide copies of medical records, especially ones
that are very thick and very complicated, .to individuals requesting them. We
feel it would be better to make one of the parties' attorneys responsible for this
task once the original record has been made available.. .

A.JlV'lJ'-o't" ~ uf~.,
Stephen W. Teal, M.D., F.A.C.S.

SWT:mdh
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NORTHWESTCORNEALSERVICES
TERRY E. BURRIS, M.D.

6Itta:j'fI'·jZi·.:t·liiriiiWI

18 May, 2000

Council on CourtProcedures
Professor Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director
Fax: 541 346-1564

DearDr.Holland:

I must strongly oppose the Oregon Council on Court Procedures proposal to make my office have
to make multiple copies of medical records for court proceedings.

Myoffice is already overly burdened making copies of records forvarious reasons, and there is
hardly any timeleftfor my staff to take care of patients andpractice medicine. Additionally, thereis
too much roomfor copyerrorsl omissions for thevarious defendants, etc.

There should onlybe one official copy, which isthenprofessionally duplicated bythe interested
party's attorney's office or, perhaps, a professional Kinko's type operation wherethe copies can be
certified asidentical duplicates.

Thank youfor yourassistance in this regard.

SinCerely,/~·")",.
",:>;~ ..c.. '/

Terry . Burris. M.D.
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Alan O. r~lam:lra. MD
linda R. Hanil. MD
Lanita C. Wtll. MD
Naney L;Hagloeh, MD '
Tem:.ia S.Juns. ~D

May 23. 2000

Professor Maurice J. Holland. Executive Director
The Council.on CourtProcedures "

, '. : ~.

..
.

to"

We are writing to express OlD' strong opposition to two~sed... . .,
amendments to ORCP 44 and SS ofthe OregonCivil CodePr~ •. " .
The proposal thatwill require physicians" offices respoDSl~e ~CQ.P~" ....
and matling medical records to any number ofdefendants in a easewoll1d .,
be an extremely burdensome bothoperationally and financiaDY. ~edi~1.

offices are already overburdened withpaperwork due to themiuw :.., .'.
. changes wrought by the advent ofmanaged care. This. in l=pmbinaticm .: . , ',

with,fixed reimbursement levels for our services and the CODt;inn8'iJy'" ..
increasing cost of doing business, make this proposed~~ . . . .";
untenable for our practice to consider. ., .... :'. ::

CCl7i/1ttlNlI':S~ Afld",i_

UnCia Browu:-. CNt-1
I inde Osborne. l'NM
K.."" R_icl:. CNM
Nancy S. S.ul••n, C'NM
Btlly K. Taylnr. C'NM
$USilll 1(OWlt. t."NM

.'+I"7$e Pneti/iu«,

Paula t>oylllar. \\"HCNP

•4dml"lsrr.ltl,

Carol Flu..

Dear Professor HoDand'
, "

. .:... ..

It would seemappropriate that the attorney for the defendantshouldbe .
the partyresponsible to obtainthe appropriate records. mid disJiibute '.
themto the individuals involved thatneed the information. .

. .

. '. '. ",

We would requestyour supportin ensuring that these amend:Dients do nDi
get approved. Our localmedical community workshardio·.PfO:vi~ care' .
for all our residents. regardless of their insurance status, IplCi feel that~ .
is one additional burden that should not be given to bea1th.c:arc.P'ovidera.·
Thank you for yourtime.

..
, .' '.

The OB.Gyn Health CenterPhysicians

,:L:.ktL
Linda Harris. MD

'.

L~J)·~:. :
Lanita W"1tt, MD .. ' '.

-. . .

.-, . .'

. ..

'.

.' .
... .

.. ,

.. ' .'-,
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l' -r CYOU~, CM-ERCS (C.}__----' (_54.1lA6a.221.a
i Ie AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY 521 NORTH MAIN STREET
) AND WRIST SURGERY ASHLAND. OREGON 97520

May29. 2000

TheCouncll on Court Procedures

ATIENTION: Professor Maurice J. Holland
: Executive Director

"
DearProfessor Holland:

It is my understanding that there Is a possibility of court procedures being
. changed such that physicians' offices .may be asked to make multiple copies of
requested records, place them inenvelopee and seal them.and address \hem to
various defendants,

We are already very heavily burdened byrequesta for medlcel records by
insurenl, Workers' Comp, lawyers, and agente involved In the insurance Industry,
Our staff is already over-burdened by the managed care$ysteminvolvingmuch
more paperwork, making the amount oftime spentwith patientscomparatively
less. Paperwork is already fivetimestheamountof time spent with patients. I
feel it wouldbe very difficult anda burtlen for us to be ~sked to makemUltiple
coplee. etc.

if persons seek legalavenues, I believe It Is their responslbillty through their·
lawyers to make anddistribute the copies. We should only be asked for the one
copy, The legal system should take overfrom there, This Is a legal, note
medical. necessity,

Wewould like to reserve ourtime for thecare and treatmentof our patientS,
oppose the Increase In paper work.

Thank you for your eoneern,
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SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER& McCANN, P.C.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
388STATE STREET

SUITE 1000
SALEM. OR97301·3S71

FAX (503)588·7179
(503) 581-2421

May 25, 2000

OFCOUNSEL
OAVIDW. HIlTlE

GaEGNOBU
"1-)404

Thomas E. Cooney
Cooney & Crew, PC
888 SW 5th Ave., Suite 890
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Council.on Court Procedures

Dear Tom:

As the Chair ofthe Council on Court Procedures, I received a copy ofyour letter concerning
the proposed changes to ORCP 55 and 44. It is somewhat ironic that your concern about over .
burdening physicians with copying was one of the matters that promptedthe 'proposed changes
approximately three years ago when the council first addressed the subject. In other words, we were
distressed by the fact that records were being requested through production, then subpoenaed, then
'subpoenaed for trial, with the result that the physicians were being burdened with multiple copying
tasks at multiple times. We were also concerned. that, as you well know, if records are requested
at different times, even if there have been no changes in the record, it seems that the copying is
always somewhat inconsistent, and that people are receiving slightly different versions ofthe medical
records. In order to try to alleviate t~is problem the Council appointed a committee some years ago
to look into a method of producing a common set of medical records that could be best relied upon
by the parties, without overburdening the physicians, and still maintaining some protection for the
Plaintiff's right of confidentiality. The product produced by the committee, although aimed at
achieving those goals, has apparently been perceived by many as doing exactly the opposite. Jim .
Tate, a member ofOADC. attended our last council meeting and I hope received some information
which was helpful; . .

. I just want to let you know that the Council is very cognizant of not unduly burdening

. physicians in making copies ofmedical records, and hopes that this process will, generally speaking,
alleviate that burden while better satisfying the goals ofthe litigants.

I greatly appreciate your comments, and welcome any further opinions that you may hold.
I also want to extend an invitation to you to attend the Council meetings ifthat is your desire. Ifyou

Attachment 3E-35
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have anyfurther questions, don't hesitate to callme,or to call Bill Gaylord, who is the chair of the
committee working on this project. '

Sincerely,

SWANSQN, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & MCCANN, PC

:\~'I "~:::>IJ 0 ~ -. 't' -, 1 ,-~-"',--f-~';>_",,;,.~--'---

J. Michael Alexander

JMAlmjb

CC: Bill Gaylord
MauryHolland
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SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & McCANN, P.C.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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OF COUNSEl,.
DAVID w. III1TL£

GREGN09LE
371~34CM

Bob Hoffman, President
Oregon Association of Defense Counsel
147 SE 102M

Portland, OR 97216

Re: ORCP SS and 44

Dear Bob:

I am the chair of the counsel on court procedures and received a copy of your recent letter
concerning the changes to ORCP SS and 44. You may well have talked to Bill Gaylord prior to
receiving this letter, but I did want to at least add my own thoughts.

First, without going into great detail, [want you to know that the council undertook this
project approximately three years ago in an attempt to alleviate some problems that we say. at least
in the small number ofcases that production of medical records actually becomes a problem•.One
of the difficulties that we recognize was the fact that;: even if the PiaintitT was diligent and
professional in requesting and providing medical records in response to a request for production, the
Defendant often felt a need to subpoena those records as well. I think we have also all experienced
the situation where records that are subpoenaed are different from the records that were produced

.by the Plaintiff, despite the fact that theyshould be identical. I believe that this problem is one of
copying, and not of lack of diligence or professionalism on the part of attorneys. However, such
inconsistencies can result in distrust among litigants.

We also recognize that, due perhaps to the situation described above, defendants were both.
requesting documents from the plaintiff who in tum requested them from the doctors, and then the

. same defendants were subpoenaing the records to insure that the proper documents were produced;
This placed the physician in the position ofresponding to multiple requests for records on multiple
occasions. This not only resulted in excessive copying and disruption ofthe physician's practice,
but also again heightened the possibility that records would be miscopied and that the attorneys
would be dealing with inconsistent documents.

The changes to the rule were sought to alleviate these problems, while still affording some
reasonable protection to a plaintiffto preserve confidentiality ofmedical records that are in fact not
pertinent to the lawsuit, or otherwisediscoverable.

Attachment 3E-37
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Thosewere the goals that the council set out to achieve throughthe rule change. However,
in light of some of the comments that I have received. it appears that the rule is perceived as a
somewhat partisan attempt to make records more difficult for defensecounsel to obtain. Perhaps
BillGaylord's presence as the chair of thecommittee,and maybe even my presence as the chair of
thecouncil, heightensthisperception ofpartisanship. Pleasebeassuredthatnothing couldbe further
from the truth. Ifyou are not familiar with the council rules. we need a super majority to pass any
change to the rules. This matterwas undertaken some yearsago and the committee working on the
projectwas initially chaired by Judge Anna Brown. She instituted much of the work before her
elevation to the Federal bench. The committee working on the 55/44 changes has alwaysbeen
comprised ofrepresentatives ofbothsidesofthe bar. Thecommitteehas put in a greatdeal ofwork
on this project with an aim towards improving the current rules in this area. It is the committee's
desire, and the council's desire to make a positive change to the rule that will be beneficial to
Plaintiffs, Defendants, and medical providers. We will continue to work diligently towards that
result, andhope that a rulecanbe fashioned which is in fact an improvement. I was happy that Jim
Tate was at.our last council meeting and I hope that he obtained information that is helpful in
understancling the history ofthis proposed rule change. . .

I certainlywelcomecomments fromyou, and from your organization. The council does try
to make sure that information is disseminated to interested parties so that we do obtain input from
such sources. I certainly invite further comment, and also invite you, Mr. Tate, or any other
representative ofOADC to attend thecouncil meetings. If you have any questions, please contact
me, or contact Bill Gaylord who is chairingthe committeeand workingon the rule. Once again, I .
appreciate your comments which I find very helpful.

Sincerely,

SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & MCCANN,PC

JMAlmjb
Ene.
CC: Bill Gaylord

Maury Holland

C'\DOC\LIOAllCIJtt.wpd

\ ..- ...\ . . j.... . ;::-.;-...
;~.: '\'\"-"(.~ ..'

'.-' V "
J. Michael Alexander
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tA. MiIHnn.M.D.
, J. Delotll, IIf.D. .
lonA.Dowseu.M.D.
9 S.ll. SIa'k.13llO
Iand.OIt 97216
)~.
:: (S03) 257.ort6
12 S.E.3204._$03
'.ukic. OR. m.u
)6'9·'351
: ('03) 65'08399

The Ear, N... 1lIld Throat SpcclalillS
Physlcilll\S IIIIIS",&_

AdmlnistraiM: Omeo(503)228-1529
Fax(503) 224-07.22

May 26, 2000

Counsel on COurt Procedun:s
ProfessorMaunca1. Holland,ExecutiveDirector
fax (541)346-1564

RespectfullySubmitted,

e~cL(p __

.t\ioaliocl-.M.D. Dear Sir.
eE. PolIe... M.D.. D.M.D. '.
J.Dlerta.M.D••D.M.\). .
'P.~;N.D.

'!.d~<iJl~ I3llO This letter is to state my strong objection to amendments ORCP 44 and
I::gt~~ ORCP S5 of the OregonCode of Civil Procedures. I think itis vel)' unfair to ask

for physician's offices to make multiplecopies of requested records to send to

various defendants in a law suit.

Ifcopies need to bemade it shouldbedone by one of the involved parties
attorneysand at their expense.

"1 A. J,ewrh,N.D.
,K,lIonIa'. M.D.
;t~~~:?i..L.C~Y profession is in the practice pCmedicine. I'm not in the business of providina
N.W,~.16ll'I copyingservices. .
Illd.Oltll7:UO
:122·3638
: (S03)m.5139
S.W.II......1l4.. 1331
Illd, Olt ll722S
221·3101
:($03) 297.5285

It. Thoalu. M.D.
eA,LImdc1?aI. M.D. CraigK. Hertler.M.D.
!'l.W.LovejOY. 1622
""'.OR 117.l10
22H4$5
(503) 229-'1028 CKH:tw

dB,~.M.D.
"',." ~M.D,
• .'Yl.'655
.... 97213
t3U67.J
($03) 231.0121
S.E.3~"'503
"Ido.OIt V7:122
;S'·S351

ZSI-. 100/100'd 01.-1
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Report ofsubcommittee on ORCP44/55

I. Subcommitteemeeting6/5/00:

1. Participants: Bill Caylord, Lisa Brown, NancyTauman(by phone), Kathryn Chase
(by phone).

Also speaking: Nelson Walker(by phone).

Not available: Lisa Amato (vacation), Ralph Spooner(late conflict in schedule).

Notified and invited: Tom Cooney, JonathonHoffinan

2. Gaylord introduced the agendaby summarizing comments the subcommittee or the
Council have received in responseto the publicationofour draft rules. These include the
following comments, issues,and discussions:

a. Tom Cooney's objections to extra copyingand handlingburden on providers.

In responseto Tom's letter to the Councildated 5/10/00, Gaylord wrote Cooney
on June Ist, and talked.tohim by phonebefore the subcommittee meeting. That
conversation addressed the history of the proposalrequiring medical providers to
package a set ofrecords for eachparty indicatedon the subpoena, and the fact
that subcommitteemembers intended to reduce,not increase, copying and
handlingburdens resultingunder this proposal. Thethought was that the fill-in
the-blanks form ofsubpoenaand release wouldlead to multiple parties joining in
a single subpoena, andreduce the numberof timesseparate subpoenas are issued
for each separateparty. Tom Cooneysuggestedthat co-defendantsusually share
copies ofmedical records amongthemselves. Caylordsuggested that, in that
case, perhapsthe rule could require that multipledefendantsreceive medical
records from the first one to subpoena them ratherthan put repeatedburdens of
copyingand packaging on the providers. at least absentan obviousconflict of
interest betweendefendants. .

Kathryn Chaseand Nelson Walkerexpresseddoubtin the meeting that sharing of
medical records amongdefendants would be acceptable to the defense bar or their
clientele. No resolution ofthis issuewas reached. It remains open for further
discussion in the subcommittee or the Council.

NOTE: Prior to the subcommittee meeting I had nothad time to read the thick
packet ofmaterialI receivedlast week for the June 10th Councilmeeting, and
apparently other members had not either. We did not talk about the several
additional responses from physicians that I now find in my materials. I will
recommend that weundertakediscussions with physicians and representatives of
them to determine whetherthere is a useful alternativ.e that will avoidplacing
extra burdenson smallmedical officeswhile meetingthe needs ofthe civil justice
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system. The subcommittee is opento suggestions.

b. OADC (1onathon Hoffman):

- objection to additional time delays foraccess to med records under this proposal

This concern is that,withtwoseparate opportunities for thepatient's
lawyerto object andformotion practice to eceur.tbere couldbe
significant increases in the timebetween issuing a subpoena and getting
the records. Gaylord wrotetoHoffman, and spoke with him by phone,
about this concern prior to the subcommittee meeting, acknowledging that
this is an areaoflegitimate consideration. It is not a goal,butit couldbe a
by-product of theproposal, to stringout the time for productionof
medical records.

A possible solution proposed for this issueis reported below at item 3•

• preference for automatic waiver ofprivileges upon filing lawsuit,use of
interrogatories, etc.

Hoffinan's (OADC's) letterto the Council of5/18/00suggestsof 5/18/00
that the wayto solveproblems withthe delays in productiQn ofmed
records, andby implication, eliminate privilegedisputes,would be to
require waiver of all medical privileges upon filing the lawsuit. Gaylord
wroteand spoke withHoffinan about thesesuggestionsprior to the
subcommittee meeting. He advised Hoftinanthat the suggestion for
waiverofprivileges and interrogatory practicehave not been amongthe
agendaitems considered or studiedby the subcommittee to date, and do
not appearto be necessary for the solution ofthe problemswe have
workedon. Moreover, the elimination ofprivilegesand scope of
discovery objections would be stepsoppositeto the mandates we set out to
work on 2.S yearsago.

Duringdiscussion of this subjcct are in the subcommittee meeting,
Kathtyn Chase observed thatelimination ofprivileges for medical
confidentiality, whether a good ideaor a bad idea, is outsideofour
authority on the Council, because theprivileges are statutoryand are
codifiedin the RuleofEvidence, not theORCP.

Lisa BroWJi indicated in remarks during the subcommittee meetingthat
elimination ofthe privileges for medical communication would not be
viewedfavorably by medical providers she represents.

Gaylordinformed the subcommittee that in hisview, an attempt to
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eliminatemedical privileges, or require theirwaiver,as a blanket matter
upon filinglegalaction for injurieswouldcause seriousoppositionfrom
the ranksof patientadvocates, including plaintiff's lawyersand other
advocacygroups, as well as many medical providers.

. No memberof the subcommittee expressed any desireto dl:aft or consider
further thesewaiver/interrogatory concepts for inclusion in the rules.

3. Proposedsolutionto timedelayissue:

a. An idea (attributed to MickAlexander) was discussed at length in the
subcommittee meeting, to delete the first ofthe two opportunities for objection to
a SUbpoena/release formedicalrecords, in favorofthe secondone. This would

. cut roughly in half the time delayresultingfromany exercise ofprivilegeor
objectionbasedon the scopeof discovery and the breadthofth.c subpoena.
Kathryn Chase notedthat thiswouldrestore the timeeffect ofthe proposal to the
sametime delaybuilt intothe currentrule, i.e. 14 days for ming objections, plus
whatevertime is consumed by any ensuingmotionpractice. Whetheror not this
is ideal, it is the status quo andnot a new grounds for objection to this proposal.

Gaylordpointedout that the trade-offinherentin this idea is that medical
providers would be required to copy and forward all records to comply with the
subpoena/release eventhoughsomeor allof'them may eventually be deemednot
subject to discovery. Therefore, we would not have avoided one set ofpossibly
avoidableburdens ofeffortand expenseon medical providers by OUTproposal.
Lisa Brown expressed a position that the initialopportunity to object to the face
ofthe subpoena/release as privileged and outsideof the scopeofdiscoveryshould
be preserved.

No resolutionor vote of the subcommittee on this idea was taken, but we agreed
to present this proposed solution to OADC's objection for discussion and
reactions at the full Council.

b. Gaylordalso described comments he received from a plaintiff's lawyer
suggestingthat, as a condition to any draft that eliminated the first opportunity to
object to the scopeofthe subpoena/release, there ought to beprovisionfor the
issuingparty to paythe costs ofthe patient for acquiring a set ofthe SUbpoenaed
records to reviewand objector not. In other words, one ofthe reasons for the
need to have so manycopiesofmedicalrecordsIQade is that (and lawyersall
seemto agree),no twosets of "the records" seemto containthe samepages.
Therefore,the patient's (usuallyplaintiff's) lawyer is forced to order a copyof
everything prepared forthe defendant in response to the subpoena, or risk being
surprisedbypartsofthe recordthey have never seen.

The argumentforkeeping a pre-service chanceto object to the subpoenaas
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overly broadis that it should narrow theamount ofmaterial that must be copied
and forwarded by the medical providers. Skipping that first chanceto objectwill
resultin someoccasions where the provider supplies and the plaintifi's lawyer
purchases, reviews, and objects to, substantial amounts ofrecords whichare held
outside ofwhat is discoverable. Theadded burden ofbuying,reviewing, and
resisting production ofthese undiscoverable records should not rest on a plaintiff
whose objection is vindicated. Therewill be cases in which tbe increase in
litigation coststo plaintifffrom undiscoverable medical records may be enough to
makethe wholecasenon-economical. There will alsobe a risk that some
defendants will usethiscost as leverage for the sakeof making plaintitlS' claims
economically impossible or a lousygamble. Weare seeingsimilar abusesofthe
Mandatory Arbitration program today,where certain insurance companies fail to
participate in good faithandroutinely appeal to jury trial,as a means ofpunishing
plaintiffs whodo notaccept initial offersofsettlement Vlbetber due to abusesof
discovery, or just expensive but goodfaith litigation practices, the addedburden
forplaintiffs to acquire records which areheldnotdiscoverable shOUld be borne .
by defendants (in the opinion ofthe subcommittee chair). .

However, somemembers of the subcommittee in attendance did not share this
view, andthe matter was left for fUrther discussion at the Council. A concernwas
expressed that placing additional costsupon defense for over breadth of
subpoena/releases issued mayraise more opposition to the wholeproposal than
anypositive gains for thesystem it brings..

4. The subcommittee also discussed a comment Gaylord received from several sources,
including Robert Neuberger andRichard Lane, regarding the proposed languagedefining
the scope ofdiscovery ofmedical records under therules. Existing ORCP 44 contains
differentphraseology for thescope ofdiscoverable medical records in 44C (medical
office charts) compared to 44E(hospital records). Theoperative languagein those
sectionsare as follows:

"•.•the claimant shall deliver to the requestingparty a copyofall written reports
and existing notations ofanyexaminations relating to injuriesfor which recovery
is sought..... [italics added] ORCP 44C•

.....aI1 records ofany hospital in reference to andconnected with any
hospitalization or provision ofmedicaltreatment by the hospital ofthe injured
personwithin the scope ofdiscovery under Rule 36 B.M [italicsadded] ORCP 44E.

The members ofthe subcommittee are in agreement that therehas never been a conscious
intentionto modifY the scope ofmedical records discoverable underour rules whilewe
have worked to eliminate redundancies and confusion factors between hospitaland
doctors' officerecords. Aswe drafted one combined rule forboth types ofmedical
records,we adopted language from 44E above, witbout intending to changeanything
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substantively:

.....may obtain copies of all health care recordswithin the scope of discovery
underRule 36 B•.." [proposed draft] ORCP44 C (2).

Some lawyersare concernedthat this is an inadvertent broadening of the scope of
discovery. Most who has commented to me about it agreethat there should be little if
anypractical effect ofthe difference in language betweenthe two existingrules, or
between choices of those phrases in a new rule. But it appearsthat oppositionto this
proposalwill be raised over the perceivedreductionofprotectionagainst discoveryabuse
by this unintended deletionof language. Therefore, I proposed to the subcommittee that
the phrase from existing 44C,.....relating to injuries for which recovery is sought..:', be
added to draft 44 C (2) after the word "records" and before "within" in the above
passage.

Those present on the subcommittecdid not agree to this amendment. Kathryn Chase felt
the additional languageis unnecessary and thereforea bad idea. I agreed(as did a
consensusofthose present) that the languagequotedfrompresent 44C and44E, as well
as draft 44 C (2) with or withoutthis addition,all amount to the same thing, i.e. that the
burden remainson the party seekingdiscovery to show that the medical records sought
are reasonably"related to.the injuries for whichrecoveryis sought", which is the

.intendedscopeofdiscoveryunder Rule 36 B. However, to the extent that experienced
and careful lawyers fear that this draft languageamountsto broadening or changingthe
scope ofmedicalrecords which are discoverable, in view of the utter lack ofan intent to
do so, I favor this additional languageto make clear that, by amalgamatingthe phrases of
the two existingrules we did not mean to changeeitherofthem. .

We will bring this issue to the Council for input and guidimce.

n. Additional commentsreceived,not yet discussed at subcommittee:

I received calls from JeffJohnsonand Rich Lane, each ofwhom had servedon the OSB
Practice and Procedure Committee hi recent sessionsduringwhich some ofthese same
issues and goals were considered. Each ofthem called in part to warn me that, based on
experiences in that setting, and in trying to get actionby the legislature, they do not
consider it tiuitful to try to changeor curtail any ofthe costspayable to medical
providers for the records providedto litigants. In essencethey were each telling me that
this is a hornetsnest whichcouldnegatively effect our chancesofaccomplishing
anything positiveby this effort,and in their opinionswe should avoid making this an
issue.

The cost containmentaspectofthe proposed amendments is found at draft 5S H(lO),
where the subcommittee decidedto offer language draftedby Ralph Spooner,knowing it
might be controversial, to see what reactions the Counciland interestgroupsgive it.
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GAYLORD & EYERMAN, P.C.
, Attorneys at Law

1400S.W.Montgomery Street
Portland. Oregon 97201-6093

Telephone: (503)222-3526
Facsimile: (503)228-3628

.:.i:;~>~

Paul M. Puziss, M,D..'
3800 SW Cedar Hills Blvd., Suite 250
Beaverton; Oregon 97005

RE:;;Council on Courts Procedure, proposed changes to ORCP 44 and 55

;:.Dear Dr. Puziss:
-e'

As Chair of the subcommittee studying proposed changes to rules effecting access to medical
records, I received a copy of your letter to Maury Holland, Executive Director of the Council on
Courts Procedure. Thank you for taking the time to convey your concerns. I cannot speak for either
the subcommittee or the Council except as one observer. But I want to offer some additional
background on the proposed changes as preface to asking for any additional input you would like to
give us.

I want to assure you that the subcommittee has among its goals for this work that we minimize rather
than increase the burden on medical providers from copying and handling medical records sought by
parties to litigation. Therefore, in view ofyour concerns, I will be recommending to the full Council
that we continue to study alternatives before voting on whether to pass a 'draft rule out ofthe Council
later this year.

We have been operating from certain assumptions and anecdotes about the way things work with the
present rules. There was a time when most lawyers representing medical patients would acquire all
the records from medical providers, then forward copies upon request to lawyers for all other parties
to a case, and that would take care ofthem. More recently, insurance companies and corporate
defendants and their lawyers have not been satisfied with records provided to them by the patient's
lawyer. Therefore, they have insisted on subpoenaing those same records directly from all the
medical providers. This has led to additional requests for duplicates ofthe same records to be
provided, often a second time, to the patients' lawyer simultaneons with compliance with the
subpoena, in order to be sure parties to the lawsuit possess the same full records.

An underlying problem which has been reported to our subcommittee by virtually every lawyer we
have heard from is that many medical offices have policies or practices ofproviding less than full
copies ofpatient charts and records, commonly omitting varions types ofhandwritten notations,
correspondence, consultation reports, or records received from other medical providers. The result is
that no two sets ofcopies ofa patient's supposedly complete medical records provided to different
lawyers at different times generally contain the same pages and the same information. This
phenomena accounts for a lot of the subpoenas that are issued (usually by defense lawyers) as welI as
the duplicate copies requested (usually by patients' lawyers), in efforts to make sure all of the patient
records are known and received.
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One rationale for the proposed rule changes to which you have responded is that, if a singlesubpoena
and releasefor the records seeks a set of the records for multiple parties, and one for the patients'
lawyer, then compliance with that subpoenaby packaging a copy for each lawyer ought to alleviate
the need for any other request for copies ofthe same set ofrecords. It is a hope of the subcommittee
that, even if more than one copy ofa chart needs to be made to comply withthe subpoena,
elimination of the need for multiple subpoenasby different parties, at different times, and duplicate
requests for copying for the patient of whatever is sent in response to each subpoena, wouldresult in
.a net reductionofthe number oftimes the charts have to be copied for a given contested case,
compared to current experience. To the extent that most offices now have equipment that makes
multiplecopies at a time, and collates as it goes, making multiple copies at the same time ought to be
much less burdensome than complyingwith serial requests and subpoenas over a span oftime.

Based on discussions I have had with a lawyer for the OMA, an alternative which is going to be
considered by the subcommittee and the Council is an amendment to require co-defendants in a
multi-party litigationto share a copy (i.e., re-copy) ofthe charts with each other after the first
defendant acquires them from a providerby subpoena. This could reduce the number of timescopies
of the same chart have to be made and sent to a total of two packages, one in response to the
subpoenaand one simultaneously to the patients' lawyer, under the remainingprovisions ofthe
currentproposal.

One other alternative rule scheme under considerationthat could impact the burden on medical
offices from the subpoenarule is containedin the draft you have seen. That is the provisionthat
allows the patient's advocate to assertprivileges against disclosure of the records at two separate
times,once before the subpoena is served on the provider, and again after the packaged recordsare
received and inspectedby the patient's advocate. This concept has the advantage that it mayprevent
the need for medical providers to copyunnecessary parts of the patient's charts in responseto an
overly broad subpoena. Then the lawyerfor the patient who asks the court to rule the subpoenatoo
broad will be acting incidentally in the interests ofthe medical providers whowant less burden of
copyingand handling records. However, this idea is resisted by insurance companies and other
defense interests on the basis that it may lengthen the time between their issuanceofa subpoenaand
their acquisition ofthe medical re.cords. I.am sure the Council will continue to debate thesepoints
before any final proposed rule changesare determined. .

Please let me know ifyou have any reactions, positive or negative, to the ideaaunder consideration
which I have described.

Very truly yours,

GAYLORD& EYERMAN, P.C.

William A. Gaylord
WAG:jki
cc: J. Michael Alexander

ORCP 44/55 subcommittee members
..-..l.>f.'''"""•..'.........·..'11,._~~l~1".g~q
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ATTACHMENT 4 TO 7-15-00 AGENDA

Amendments to ORCP 7 D Tentatively Adopted
And Revised at June 10, 2000 Meeting

{Matter to be added in bold underlined; to be deleted
[italicized and enclosed in square brackets]}

1 RULE 7. SUMMONS

2 * * * *

3 D(2)(d)(ii) Calculation of Time. For the purpose of

4 computing any period of time provided by these rules or by

5 statute, service by mail, except as otherwise provided, shall be

6 complete on the day the defendant, or other person authorized

7 by appointment. or by law, signs a receipt for the mailing, or

8 three days after the mailing if mailed to an address within the

9 state, or seven days after the mailing if mailed to an address

10 outside [of] the state, which first occurs.

1 * * * *

12 D(3)(a)(i) Generally. Upon an individual defendant, by

13 personal [service upon] del ivery of a t.rue copy of the

14 summons and t.he complaint. to such defendant or to an agent

15 authorized by appointment or law to receive service of summons Q1!

16 behalf of such defendant [or, if defendant personally cannot be

17 found at defendant's dwelling house or usual place of abode,

18 then], by substituted service, or by office service. [upon such

19 defendant or agent.] Service may also be made upon an individual

20 defendant to whom neither subparagraph (ii) nor (iii) of this

21 paragraph applies by mailing made in accordance with paragraph

22 (2)(d) of this section provided the defendant signs a receipt for

23 the certified, registered or express mailing, in which case

24 service shall be complete on the date on which the defendant signs

25 a receipt for the mailing.
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33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52.

53

54

* * * *

D(4)(a) Actions Arising Out of the Use of Roads, Highways,

Streets, or Premises Opep to the Public; Service by Mail.

D(4)(a)(i) In any action arising out of any accident,

collision, or other event giving rise to liability in which a

motor vehilce may be involved while being operated upon the roads,

highways, streets, or premises open to the public as defined
by law, of this state, if the plaintiff makes at least one

attempt to serve the defendant who operated such motor vehicle, or

caused it to be perated on the defendant's behalf, by a method

authorized by subsection (3) of this section except service by

mail pursuant to subparagraph (3)(a)(i) of this section and, as

shown by its return, did not effect service, the plaintiff may

then serve that defendant by mailings made in accordance with

paragraph (2)(d) of this section addressed to that defendant at:

* * * *

D(4)(b) Notification of change of address. [Every motorist

or user of the roads, highways, or streets of this state] Au
person who, while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads,

highways, streets, or premises open to the public as defined
by law, of this state, is involved in any accident, collision, or

other event giving rise to liability, shall forthwith notify the

Department of Transportation of any change of such defendant's

address occurring within three years after such accident,

collision, or event.

* * * *
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HANDOUTS AT 7-15-00 COUNCIL MEETING

1) J. Michael Alexander's June 13, 2000 letter to Council members regarding
pending items for consideration

2) Maury Holland's June 22, 2000 letter to Alan R. Buchalter regarding
Rule 55

3) Letter dated July 7, 2000 from Jonathan M. Hoffman, President, OADC, to
Justice Durham regarding ORCP 44 Medical Examinations

4) Letter dated July 10, 2000 from Bill Gaylord to J. Michael Alexander
regarding ORCP 44/55Project -Report ofSubcommittee

5) Letter dated June 30, 3000 from Justice Durham to J. Michael Alexander
regarding ORS 1.735(2) ("exact language" requirement)
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HURT, SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & McCANN, P.C.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
388 STATESTREET

SUITE 1000
SALEM, OR 97301-3571

FAX(503) 588-7179
(503) 581-2421

June 13, 2000

Members of the Council on Court Procedures

J. Michael Alexander

OFCOUNSEL
DAVID W.HITTLE

GREG NOBLE
371·3404

After our last meeting, which I found very productive, I wanted to review the proposed changes that
are before the Council, and at least outline where I hope we can go from here. I believe that a number of rule
changes can be quickly accomplished, and that much of our work in the time remaining may necessarily be
focused on ORCP 44/55. I'm going to go through the proposed changes in what I perceive as an ascending
order of complexity and/or controversy. .

ORCP 70. We discussed the changes to this ruie at our meeting, and it appears that the
amendments proposed by the subcommittee were approved, subject to some tinkering with the language.
I would anticipate that this rule change will be passed by the Council and sent to the Legislature.

ORCP 21A. We did not get a chance to discuss this change at our meeting, but Judge Linder
submitted proposed changes which were included in the materials that were sent to you. The problem
identified with ORCP 21 relates to the dismissal of an action when another action is pending, and the
possible preclusive affect that such dismissal could have. The subcommittee recommended allowing
dismissal underORCP 54(B)(3), which provides for dismissal for want of prosecution unless good cause
is shown. This would seem to give the party against whom dismissal is sought the opportunity to make his
case for keeping the action alive. This change seems quite reasonable, and I would hope that we can
approve it at the next meeting.

ORCP 22 C. This is another matter which we did not have the opportunity to discuss, but Judge
Barron submitted a rather complete discussion of the issue, with proposed changes. He did have a question
concerning whetheror not the Legislature indeed intended to allowing defendantsbbring into an action other
parties who could be liable to the plaintiffs, but perhaps not to the defendant. I was involved in the legislative
process which led to many of the amendments concerning joint and several liability. Regardless of whether
or not I agree with those changes, I think that the Legislature definitely felt that the defendant could bring in
other parties potentially liable to the plaintiffs in order to apportion fault. In reviewing Judge Barron's
proposals, I think that the first version, 1a, best accomplishes the desired goal, while preserving the portion
of the rule concerning the 90-day time limit. This seems to give a logical fix to the problem, and one which
we can hopefully approve at the next meeting. .

ORCP 58. This is the "jury reform" proposal that judge Harris presented to the Council last meeting.
We voted to consider this at the September meeting. It seemed that the Council was in basic agreement
concerning the changes that were proposed, with the exception of whether or not the rules should allow a
trial judge to permit both oral and written questions from jurors, or whether questions should be only in
writing. There was some concern that if the rule prohibited oral questions, then it would restrict the current
practices employed by some trial courts, particularly Judge Jones 'in Multnomah County. I hope that we can
resolve this issue.

ORCP 54. This is the "offer to allow judgment" proposal that Justice Durham reported on at our last
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meeting, as well as the meeting in May. It seemed from the discussions that there was a basic substantive
controversy concerning the advisability of passing this rule. It did not seem that the problem lay with the
language employed, but with the potential affect. Justice Durham said that he was still working on the rule,
and would probably have more to report at the next meeting. I would think that the proposed changes can
be voted either up or down at one of our next meetings.

ORCP 44 and 46. These proposed rule changes deal with "independent medical examinations", or
what Justice Durham referred to as "compelled medical examinations". It was obvious from the
subcommittee's report that a great deal of effort had gone into devising a reasonable compromise between
potentially extreme positions. It also seems apparent that this is a matter where a rule change will be very
helpful to bench and bar. Since this proposed change is just being distributed to interested parties, more
discussion is necessary. However, I believe that there is significant potential that any rule change can be
passed this year, and submitted to the Legislature.

ORCP 44/55. This "medical records" rule continues to be a problem. I think that we all recognize
that the goals of the Council are consistent with most of the interested parties. However, achieving these
goals is quite a drafting challenge. Mr. Gaylord indicated that the subcommittee would again meet, and
would probably be ready to report at the August meeting. I anticipate that much of the Council's time after
the July meeting should and will be spent in dealing with this proposed rule change. We have been working

. on this for·over 3 years, and it would be a shame if we couldn't agree on an acceptable product.

In summary, I would hope that at the July meeting we can largely dispose of all the proposed rule
changes, other than those affecting ORCP 44, 46, and 55. If possible, and depending upon the amount of
controversy generated, I would certainly hope that the "independent medical examinations" issue can be
dealt with. If the meeting in July can resolve most of the less controversial issues, I would hope that the
August and September meetings can be largely devoted to the medical records issue.

I look forward to meeting with you in July.

Sincerely,

SWANSON, LA\HEN, ALEXANDER & MCCANN, PC

~~~
J. Michael Alexander

JMA.ljb
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UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
By Fax: (541) 741-7495

Mr. Alan R. Buchalter
Hult Executive Suites
399 E. lOth. Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401'

Dear Mr. Buchalter:

June 22, 2000

•

This letter is provided in response to your telephone request that I
explain, to the best of my knowledge, the relationship between ORCP 55 I and
the physican-patient privilege set forth in OEC 504-1 (ORS 40.235). Although
Section 55 I was enacted as a statute by the 1995 Legislative Assembly as
opposed to having been promulgated by the Council on Court Procedures, 55 I
has been the subject of intense discussion by the Council during the last four
years. In fact, the Council is presently working on comprehensive amendments
to Sections 55 H and I which, among other things, are intended to clarify the
relationship between subpoenas of hospital or medical records and the OEC 504
1 evidentiary privilege. This effort is prompted by the Council's belief that
the present 55 H and I, especially the latter, are understandably causing
considerable confusion on the part of attorneys, and perhaps on the part of
some trial judges, in particular concerning the question you asked me, which
was whether service of medical records subpoenas somehow overrides the OEC
504-1 privilege.

I have been present during all of the Council's discussions of how 55 I
should be amended to make clear, as 55 H(2) does with respect to hospital
records, that service of a 55 I subpoena, even with compliance with the
requirement of 55 I that a true copy of the subpoena be served on the patient
at least 14 days prior to service on the records cus t odLan , in no way
abrogates the physician-patient privilege, and have prepared the official
minutes of those discussions. Those minutes, as well as my own recollection,
show that no member of the Council has expressed the slightest doubt but that
service of subpoenas pursuant to 55 I has no affect on the OEC 504-1 or any
other evidentiary privilege. In fact, the very purpose of the 14-day advance
notice requirement under 55 I, like the identical requirement under 55 H, is
to afford a patient whose records are subpeonaed an opportunity to assert the
privilege by motion to quash or for a protective order.

One of the many questions which the present language of 55 H and I leave
unanswered is whether failure by a patient to assert the privilege by timely
motion to quash or for a protective order constitutes waiver of the privilege,
or whether the privilege survives such failure and whether, in the event of
non-compliance with a subpoena, it may be asserted for the first time in
opposition to a motion to compel production. While I express no opinion on

" SCHOOL OF LAW, 1515AGATE STREET ·1221 UNIVERSITY OF OREGON' EUGENE, OREGON 97403·1221
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that question, I believe the better practice is to raise the privilege by
motion to quash or for a protective order rather than fail to comply and then
assert the privilege in opposition to a motion to compel.

As the Council has learned from the experience of many of its members
and llreports from the field,u some lawyers, and perhaps some judges, have read
55 I as overriding the OEC 504-1 privilege by the mere service of a medical
records subpoena with proof of the required prior service on the patient. As
the amendments now under consideration will make clearer than the language of
the present 55 I does, the aforementioned reading cannot be correct. That
conclusion is supported by the language of ORCP 36 B(l): "B. Scope of
Discovery. * * * B(l) In General. For all forms of discovery, parties may
inquire regarding any matter, not privileged, * * * II In other words, all
modes of discovery take evidentiary privileges as they find them, and are not
intended to abrogate or abridge them.

Since 55 I was enacted by the legislature, rather than being promulgated
by the Council, the language of ORS 1. 735 (1) --"The rules authorized by this
seeton do not include rules of evidence * * * II --does not mean that the
legislature could not possibly have intended 55 I to abrogate the 504-1
privilege, but it does seem to me to render such intention extremely unlikely
in the absence of any indication to that effect in this sectionls legislative
history. The Council was subsequently informed by the proponents of 55 I,
primarily the Oregon Medical Association, that its main purpose was to ensure
that the physician-patient privilege is better protected, although the 24-hour
advance notice period included in the form in which it was originally enacted
was so short as practically to undermine, rather than preserve, it.

I of course realize that the 55 H and I amendments to which I've
referred are not now, and might never become J law. I mention these amendments
only. because the Council's discussion of them have. made clear that their
purpose is not to change, but to clarify, what the Council understands to have
always been the law under 55 I, in particular that mere compliance with 55 I
does not, in and of itself, override any evidentiary privilege, including OEC
504-1.

The Council has come to the view that 55 I, and to a lesser extent 55 H,
are likely engendering considerable confusion. The same is even more true of
ORCP 44 C, which would also be revised by the aforementioned amendments. 44 C
appears to provide that defendants may obtain "a copy of all written reports
and existing notations of any examinations relating to injuries for which
recovery is sought * * *11 simply for the asking. The basic confusion arises
from the fact that, while discovery often seeks disclosure of information or
materials some of which might turn out to be privileged, 44 C and 55 I appear
to provide for discovery of materials that are always categorically privileged
unless there has been a prior waiver. That leads to the erroneous, though
understandable, assumption that discovery requests or subpoenas, of and by
themselves, override any pertinent evidentiary privilege. Though
understandable, such assumption would" as far as I am aware, be contrary to
basic discovery law in every U.S. juri~diction. The fundamental flaw in 44 C
and 55 I is that they authorize discovery which can alway~ be resisted simply
by invocation of the 504-1 privilege. In fact, in every case where discovery
is sought under 44 C or 55 I it can be totally defeated by the patient simply
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invoking the privilege. In other words, until trial the patient need not
disclose anything except by voluntary waiver in order to foster pre-trial
settlement. When discovery rules purport to compel disclosure of materials
that will normally be privileged, it is reasonable, though erroneous, for
lawyers and others to assume such rules must be intended to override any
apposite privilege. Otherwise the rules would be self-defeating.

An additional reason for this confusion is that Oregon does not follow
t.he majority rule in the U.S. to the effect that the mere filing .of a
complaint alleging injuries waives the physician-patient privilege with regard
to those injuries. See OEC 511, ORS 40.280. If Oregon adhered to the majority
rule, 44 C and 55 I would make much more sense but, as already stated, the
Council has no authority to affect any rules of evidence, and scrupulously
avoids doing so.

Yours truly,

Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director,
Oregon Council on court Procedures*

'This title is included for identification only. This letter is not
provided on behalf of the Council on Court Procedures, and does not purport to
represent the views of its members beyond what is reflected in minutes of
Council meetings. It also does not presume to advocate to any judge how any
pending motion should be ruled on. As part of my work as Executive Director,
I often provide lawyers (but not non-lawyers), on request, with my opinion
concerning questions arising concerning the GRep, but such opinions are mine
alone, and should not be attributed to the Council except to the extent they
accurately reflect views of members recorded in minutes of its meetings.

cc: Chair and Members, Council on Court Procedures (fyi)
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Medical Examinations

Re:

It is also important to recognize that defendants do not request IMEs in every
case. Many defense lawyers do not seek IMEs if, for example, plaintiff's injuries are
clear, or are readily understood, or when the seriousness of the injury is not in dispute,
or ifplaintiff's treating physicians are highly regarded in their field. Because the
defendant must furnish the IME report to plaintiff's counsel, it is counterproductive to
seek an IME when it is likely to do nothing more than substantiate what we already

It is important to note that physicians who are called to testify for plaintiffs are
often not merely "treating" physicians; but also include doctors referred or hired by
plaintiff's counsel for the purpose oflitigation. Defendants have no opportunity to
attend or record what occurs in these examinations nor even to depose the plaintiff's
litigation-related doctors. We accept this disadvantage but necessarily must rely upon
the IME in order to obtain our independent medical evaluation ofplaintiff.

ORCP 44 IMEs provide the defendant with a "second opinion" regarding the
medical condition ofa plaintiff. This is the only method available to defendants to
evaluate a plaintiff's medical condition prior to trial. Moreover, it is usually the only
part ofthe medical evaluation process not under the plaintiff's exclusive control.
There are no particular rules identified for the examination ofplaintiffs. However, it is
apparent that the exam is intended to enable defendant to have a fair opportunity to
appraise the plaintiff's condition. .

The Oregon Association ofDefense Counsel offers the following comments
regarding proposed changes to ORCP 44 related to independent medical exams. It is
our understanding that the Council on Court Procedures is examining the procedures to
be followed in conducting independent medical exams.
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knowaboutplaintiff's injury. But there are other casesin which the injury may be
suspect or exaggerated, or in which the doctor's analysis or objectivity is subjectto
serious doubt. To fairly evaluate the injuries for whichplaintiffclaimsdamages in these
cases, our clients ought to be entitled to the same opportunity to have a physician
examine the plaintiff as that allowed plaintiff's physicians.

Unfortunately, in recentyears this fundamental need has been threatened by the
attempts of some plaintiffs' lawyers to convert IME examsinto an adversarialprocess.
Theseefforts include the following:

1. Demanding that plaintiff's attorney be presentduring the defense
IME.

2. Audio or videotaping the IME without advancepermission of
the medical examiner.

3. Precluding the independent medical examiner from taking an oral
history fromthe patient, therebyforcingthe examinerto rely
upon a history fromprior medical records, deposition testimony
or conversations with the defense attorney.

4. Preventing the independent medicalexaminer from asking
questions regarding the plaintiff's emotional and mentalhistory.

5. Restricting the examination to the body part for which injuryis
claimed in the accident.

6. Requiring IME doctors to provide 1099sor other financial
information regarding incomeearned from other IMEs.

7. Objecting to questions asked or procedures used duringthe
exam.

Theseeffortsare contraryto the spiritofORCP 44 and the concept ofIMEs.
Theyare also one-sided. Defendant has none ofthese rights when a plaintiffis
examined by doctors retained by plaintiff.

Recently, the Multnomah CountyMotions Panel revoked its ruling on the same
topic. The prior MotionsPanel rulings made it clear that (1) plaintiff'scounselmay not
attendan IME; (2) the examination cannot be recorded or memorialized in anyway
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other than through the report required by ORCP 44B; and (3) vocational rehabilitation
exams will not be authorized unless performed as part of an ORCP 44 !ME by a
physician or psychologist. It is our understanding that the Panel did not revoke the
prior ruling because it was erroneous, but because the Council was going to address the
issue by rule.

The OADC strongly supports amending ORCP 44 to safeguard the sanctity of
independent medical exams. These amendments should include the protections
afforded by the prior Multnomah County Motions Panel rulings.

OADC is concerned that participation by the plaintiff's lawyer will prevent
defendants from obtaining independent medical exams. Physicians will not want to
participate in IMEs if the examination is disrupted by persons advocating on plaintiff's
behalf. Doctors who perform !MEs will not want to put up with overly restrictive or
adversarial procedures to conduct an exam. The already limited number ofdoctors
available to do these exams will be reduced or eliminated. This would severely limit the
ability ofdefendants to defend themselves.

Furthermore efforts to allow advocates into the !ME process will place a heavy
burden on the trial courts. Specifically, the trial court will need to rule on the
following:

1. What, ifanything, may the plaintiff's attorney or plaintiff's
representative say or do during the examination? Can the
representative supply information to the doctor? Can the
representative speak at all?

2. Ifthe exam is recordedbyaudiotape,-who retains the "official"
tape for replay in front ofthe jury? Will a copy ofthe tape be
provided to the defense attorney? Does a court reporter or other
certified videographer need to retain a copy to ensure that there
is no alteration or editing?

3. Ifthe plaintiff's attorney elects to play a portion ofthe tape to
the jury, does the defense have a: right to have the entire tape
played to the jury? Will this create an unnecessary expense for
trial and add additional time to trial presentation?

4. Is the plaintiff's attorney or representative who appears at the
examination subject to discovery in adeposition? Can the
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plaintiff's attorney attending the exam testify or be called as a
witness? Does this violate DRS-I02?

5. How would these limitations affect the rights ofinsurers under
the PIP statutes or under the terms ofan insurer's contract?

6. Ifthe plaintiff's attorney raises objections during the IME, who
will represent the doctor? Does the doctor need to retain
independent counsel in order to complete the exam?

OADC appreciates the efforts of the Council in addressing these concerns. The
IME subcommittee has a difficult task to develop rules fair to the parties. With this in
mind, we believe the proposed amendments to ORCP 44 recently submitted to the
Council create several problems.

First, the plaintiffs attorney or representative should not be allowed to attend
the exam. For an attorney, this may' create an ethical problem if the attorney becomes a
witness. DR 5-102. Anyone else attending the exam may also become a witness
subject to a discovery deposition. There is concern that a plaintiffmay use the
"witness" to inaccurately describe the exam. This creates a "two against one" situation
with the doctor put in a position ofdefending his conduct. This results in a collateral
issue that need not be the subject of trial.

There is no need for a "witness" to attend the exam. Ifthere is concern with the
methods employed by the doctor, the exam can be recorded. The parties can stipulate
to the method for recording or obtain a court order in the event ofdisagreement.

Second, videotaping should only be allowed upon court order. A procedure
should be established for retaining the original tape and providing a copy to those
interested. We believe it would be unfair to both the medical profession and to our
clients to adopt a rule which in effect presumes unprofessional conduct by a physician.
The Council should seek the views ofthe Oregon Medical Association before adopting
any amendments to the rules which place an undue burden on the examiner and which
are at odds with the normal and customary methods offorensic medical examination
and which would discourage physicians from assisting the legal profession in this kind
ofnecessary activity. We believe that the medical profession already has ethical
constraints which protect the public from inappropriate activity by any physician and
which provide redress in the.unusual case in which a physician treats a patient in an
inappropriate manner.
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Third, objections regarding the time, place, marmerofrecording or objections
to questions asked should be made before the exam takes place. Ifthe objection is not
made, it is waived. Ifthe objection is based on an issue that could not be anticipated
before the exam, it is preserved for later resolution. However, ifit could have been
made before the 1MB begins, it u:llm be made or is waived.

The proposed amendment reserves all objections until after the exam is
completed. This could unfairly impact use of the exam at trial. For example, plaintiffs'
attorneys have recently been objecting to any questions by the doctor about prior
medical history. Ifthis objection is reserved until trial, the 1MB doctor can be
sandbagged. Ifthe doctor asks about prior history and the court later rules that this
objection is well taken, the exam results may be inadmissible. For this reason,
objections need to be decided before the exam takes place so that the doctor has an
opportunity to cure the error. ORCP 36C already provides an avenue to address such
concerns in advance ofa requested 1MB.

OADC believes that any amendments to ORCP 44 should be framed to keep
advocates out of the exam. The independent medical examiner should have the same
opportunity to examine the plaintiff as that provided to the treating physician.

Ifyou would like further input on this issue, please let me know. Thank you for
allowing us to participate in this process.

Sincerely,

Jonathan M. Hoffinan
President OADC

JMH:cst
cc: Maury Holland, Executive Director, Council on Court Procedures V""'"'

Michael J. Alexander, Chairman, Council on Court Procedures
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Your faithful subcommittee met on July 5th at my office with two members present, two
members participating by phone and two members absent with one available to be interrupted by
phone if crucial. Also present and participating were Tom M. Cooney ("Tom Junior")
representing the OMA, Gwen Dayton representing the Oregon Hospital Association, and Mark
Clarke (by phone) on behalfofOADC.

We had a good airing ofissues and concerns about the current proposed revisions to the rules,
and about some points of discussion outside the bounds of the current project. Though not all
positions were reconciled or objections overcome, I believe it is fair to say we can now identify
choices the Council may make ifit's consensus is to go forward in the face ofsome lingering
controversy.

This will be my attempt to recap for you and the Council, the recent discussion in the Council
and the subcommittee about identified points ofconcern, update you as to the most recent input
at the subcommittee level on those issues, and bracket for you what seem to be alternative ways
to resolve disputed areas and move forward.

Recap

Here is a somewhat crude list of the negative or anxious responses I believe we have received to
the contents of our published draft rule changes:

1. From the OMA and several medical practitioners: That our draft would increase intolerably
the burden to comply by making, packaging, and mailing copies, including possibly, multiple
sets of them for all the parties to a litigation.

2. From OADC: That the proposed rules would build in too much delay between a defendant's
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subpoena ofmedical records and receipt of them, especially where the plaintiff-patient's lawyer'
is allowed two opportunities to object, once before forwarding the subpoena to the provider (e.g.
that the subpoenaed material is per se privileged and/or outside the scope of the limited waiver
under our discovery rules), and again upon receiving and inspecting the records (e.g that specific
passages or subject areas are objectionable).

3. From members of the plaintiff's bar:
a). That we may have inadvertently broadened the scope ofdiscoverable medical records

by our draft, unless we insert back into proposed rule MC(2) and proposed rule 55H(2) the
phrase from existing MC: "relating to the injury for which recovery is sought".

b). That we are creating a subpoena power for doctors' office records that some believe
does not presently exist, arguing that:

1). Current OR,CP44C provides only for disclosure ofoffice charts by request (or
production and does not cross-reference the subpoena rule as does ORCP ME for
Hospital Records;

2). Current ORCP 551was passed at the behest of the OMA only to protect
doctors from liability for impermissible disclosure ofprivileged records by
requiring notice to the patient and an opportunity to object or waive objection, not
to alter'what is objectionable. It therefore only provides a procedure for
subpoenas when privileges have already been waived, not a power to subpoena
that which is still privileged.

4. In addition, the OADC has raised objections which I characterize as broader than this
subcommittee's mandate. In other words, they are objections that we have not undertaken to
change our whole discovery rules more fundamentally than would be necessary to solve the
problems the Council assigned us. These include the argument that we should require a blanket
waiver of medical privileges upon filing a lawsuit, and that we should provide for disclosure of a
list ofmedical providers upon request.

Comments: With respect to two of the above described objections, from a plaintiff's lawyer that
we are expanding subpoena powers where they have not previously existed, and from the OADC
seeking automatic or mandatory waiver ofprivileges, the subcommittee has declined to spend
much time or debate on these points. I would comment that members of the current
subcommittee, including three primarily defense lawyers, two more or less regular plaintiff's
lawyers, and one counsel for health care providers, have expressed no interest in elimination of
medical confidences and considerable protectiveness towards their privileged status. And no one
has offered to explain how a blanket waiver can be mandated by state law in the face of federal

I I will use the convention that it is defendant who subpoenas records and plaintiffwho
might object, although we must keep in mind that is not the only case.
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non-disclosure requirements for certain categories of records.

As a plaintiff's lawyer, I am personally troubled that we mightbe inadvertently creatinga power
to use subpoenas not currentlyin our rules. It hasnot beenour collective intent to changethe
scopeofeitherdiscoverability or subpoena usage by our work. But I have failedto identifyany
broad support for the lawyer's position thatofficerecords arenot currentlysubjectto subpoena,
or for the policy choiceto place them generally outside of the existingsubpoena power. I urge
members of the Council to speakup ifanyone believes we aremakinga new or broaderpower
by clearlylettingofficerecords be SUbpoenaed.

The OADC's suggestion for a requiredlistingof medical providers will be addressed below.

Update

1. Re: The burden on medical providers:

Duringthe meeting last week, I described againto themembers and guestsofthe subcommittee
what have been the goals and mandates ofthe subcommittee sinceits inception, including to
reduceor at least not increase the burdento providecopies andhandle records placedby our
ruleson the medical industry. In that context, we talked through the reactions ofthe OMA and
its members or constituents and the Hospital Association and the concerns they have expressed in
responseto the draft rules.

a. Over breadth ofrecords to be copied:

An apparenttensionamongthe threeprinciple interest groups (i.e.medical providers, patients
and defendants) on this issue and the delayissue(seebelow) is that medicalproviders have an
interest in increasing the effectiveness offiltersplacedbetween the subpoena-issuing defendant
and their obligationto produceand sendcopies of records; but defendants object to the delaying
effectof the plaintiff asserting objections beforecopies are made. Plaintiffs lawyers generally
sidewith medicalproviders in desiring morefulsome opportunities to intercedeand prevent
unnecessary invasionofprivatemedical records, but the inputwe have receivedindicates that
representative plaintiff's lawyers can livewithoutthe initial pre-service objectionto the
subpoena, if they are assuredof a full opportunity to objectbeforethe records are forwarded to
the defendant, and if some mechanism prevents leaving themwith unnecessary expenses for their
copy ofwhat prove to be excessively overbroadrecords. Thus, two ofthe threeplayersmight
resolve their differences on this issue,but at the expense of the third interest's preference.

It is difficultto foretell the frequency of overlybroad subpoenas for the future, but (and this is a
personalobservation, not a subcommittee position) theredoesseemto be a trend toward
defendants seeking increasingly remote or comprehensive medical records on the basisof
arguments that e.g. historical injuries or healthconcerns or domestic disputesor psycho-social
conditions are "related" to any injurywith elements of emotional distressor "functional overlay",
and in conjunctionwith novel interpretations of injury complaints by medical advocates hiredby
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Discussions in the subcommittee have not resolved the questions whether or how to provide any
sanction or buffer against the excessive costs to plaintiffs in the event ofover broad subpoenas,
in trade for foregoing the first opportunity to object, We did discuss looking closely at existing
sanctions provisions, in the ORCP or at common law, to see wherher they already provide an
answer. One subcommittee member foresees that, in practice, many practitioners will resolve
over broad subpoenas by negotiation and agreement before the subpoena is served on the
provider.

b. "Extra" copiesof records:

A distinct part of the burden perceived by medical providers under this draft arises from language
indicating that parties may effectively join in the subpoena and receive the resulting record
copies, and our provision for packaging a copy for the plaintiff as well as for the subpoena
issuing defendant, even in a case with only two parties. I have spoken with Tom Cooney (Sr.) in
response to his letter for the OMA, and we have discussed, in the subcommittee and with our
guests, whether this concern can be reduced by limiting the requirement on providers to one set
ofrecords for the subpoenaing defendant plus one set to the plaintifffor review before
forwarding or objecting. This would imply that a defendant may be expected to share copies
with co-defendants.

OMA and Hospital Association representatives have indicated a Willingness to live with a two
copy package as compliance with the records subpoena; but our defense lawyer members have
expressed several legitimate concerns, including scenarios where defendants are in some respect
adverse, and just the unknowns ofresponsiveness and delay among busy lawyers.

Other considerations include the prevalence of rapid cheap and automatic copying and collating
machines in modem offices (so that the difference between making one or-five copies is a digital
button), the fact that providers will be expected to charge for each copy regardless Whether costs
to them increaseproportionally, and the general availability of copying services which are often
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used now, and presumablyare not restrictedby application of the draft rules.', l

Finally, we have urged representatives of the medical interestgroups to focus their concerns on
comparison ofthe draft rules to the currentexisting rules. Nothing currently limits the numberof
copiesthey are likely to be requiredto maketo anything less than the number ofparties in the
case. Currentrules do not expressly contemplate partiesjoining in each other's subpoenas,
thoughplaintiffs (with the advantage of written authorization fromthe patient) frequentlyask for
a copyofeverything providedin response to a subpoena. Whilethe draft may result in multiple
subpackages in responseto a subpoena, it ought to reducethe numberofseparate subpoenas in
the same degree. Ifdefendants are not likely to accepta new rule requiringthem to look to co
defendants for.copies of subpoenaed records, then they probably will not accept less than their
own subpoenaedset under the currentrule.

2. Re: Delay in defendants' receipt of records.

This subject was largelycovered underburdens on medical providers above becauseofthe
interaction betweenpossible solutions to the two concerns, The discussions among
subcommittee members andwith interestgroup representatives, have treated them as related
subjects, becauseofthe perceptionthat solutions may be co-dependent or co-exclusive. The
subcommittee has not spent muchtime questioning the legitimacy of this concern, in that it
would appearthat exerciseof the opportunity to object, both beforeservice of the subpoenaand
after receipt of packagedrecords, with litigation ofdisputedissues both times, could indeed add
significant time between the Start and finish of defendant'seffort to get medical records directly
from providers.

3. Inadvertent broadening ofscope of discovery.

2Medical provider input has frequently mentioned an alternative rule where they would
handover the records to a servicewhich distributes the copies. We have discussed the fact that it
is alwayshard for civil procedure rules to govern the behavior of non-partiesto litigation. One
ofthe prime reasons favoring the subpoena as a means to an end for medical records is that it is a
time-honored and constitutional methodofreaching out with some enforcementteeth to non
party medicalproviders. Whetherthoseproviders delegate some aspectsof their duty to
independent servicesis not necessarily a problem. provided their duties ofconfidentialityare
preserved,along with their ability to affirm under oath the necessary elements for authentication
ofthe records. But we have not thoughtit appropriate to institutionalize such services as a
method ofcompliance with subpoenas.

lWe recognize the draft rulescontainan effort at medical recordslitigation expense
containment. We also recognize that it maynot be wise to politicizethe draft rules on that
questionupon any final passageby the Council. In subcommittee discussionsabout burdenson
medicalproviderswe have set aside this type of cost containment in order to reach the question
whether it is worth trying to limit the numbers of copiestheymust package in order to comply.
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This concern was not the subject ofmuch further discussion at the recent subcommittee meeting.
It had been discussed earlieron more than one occasion, and still rests in the same posture: we
agreethat the intenthas not been to modify the scope ofdiscovery ofmedicalrecords from
currentORCP, but when this issuewasraised to thosepresentat a subcommittee meetingthis
Spring, the only consensus was to put the proposed solution beforethe Council. .

The operative language in this issue is found in the draftat 44C(2), the introductory paragraph
modeled from our earliestdrafts on ORCP 44C andE of the current rules. In keepingwith our
effort to mold a rule for all medicalrecords, we added a phraseto covermedical records in
wrongful death claims, whichwe believed were always intended to be discoverable, and we
adopted whatwas intended to be the whole scopeof discovery provision ofexistingORCP 44C
and E. The oversightnow pointedout to us by a plaintiff's lawyer is that our draft excludes the
limitation "relatedto injuryfor whichrecovery is sought" from ORCP 44C, resultingin
potentially significant broadening of the discovery of medical records, and the statutory
exception to their confidentiality. Thesameoversight appears in draft rule 55H(2).

4. OADC suggestion for requiring disclosure of a list of providers.

Although this issue is not within the mandate ofthis subcommittee, and may be too controversial
for the current sessionof the Council to address, it has beendiscussed with the subcommittee and
with representatives ofthe plaintiffs anddefense bar, in response to our publisheddraft. A
suggestion from one experienced andrespected plaintiffs lawyeris that the civil litigationbar
undertake studyof some typeofvoluntary guidelines or practice methods(reminiscent ofthe
OTLA-OADC Cost Containment Guidelines whichreceived considerable use before they were
codified into our rules). Such an experiment couldaddress a varietyof issues, including the
defense's desire for more efficientacquisition of a list of providers, and plaintiffs concernwith
ex parte contacts by defense counsel with treating physicians. Thiswould permit a negotiated
trial periodto develop experiential databeforethe Council attempted to legislate a solutionthat
might satisfy no one.

Resolutions:

1.The Council shouldconsiderwhether to limit theburdenof a medicalproviderto packaging 2
copiesof records in response to a subpoena, so that additional defendants would seek copies
fromthe onewho issuedthe subpoena, or could issuetheir own separate subpoena. The
subcommittee, by consensus opposes this change.

2. The Council shouldconsider whether somesanction or cost shifting provisionshould be put in
place to counterthe burdens on medical providers andplaintiffs whenthey respondto what are
found to be overlybroad or privileged medicalrecords subpoenaed.

3. The Council shouldconsider whether to revisethe draftto eliminate the first opportunityfor
objection to over-broad or privileged (not waived) medical records subpoenaed by the patient's
lawyeras a compromise solution to concerns aboutdelay by the defense bar.
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4. The Council should considerwhether to insert the language "relating to the injury for which
recovery is sought" back into the draft at rule 44C(2) after the phrase "health care records" and
before the phrase "within the scope ofdiscovery"and the same insertion between the same
phrases in draft rule 55H(2). .

S. OADC representativeMark Clarkeexpressedinterest in talking to plaintiffs lawyers or
approaching the respectivebar associations about somevoluntaryexperiment to develop
guidelines for disclosureofprovider identities, agreementnot to have ex parte contacts with
treating physicians, and perhapsrelated topics. The Council should probably await such efforts
before addressingthese issues in a future session.

I will present these to the council at the July 15th meetingfor discussion and reactions.

Very truly yours,

GAYLORD & EYERMAN, P.C.

l William A. Gaylord

WAG:hj

cc: Maurice J. Holland
Lisa Brown
Kathryn S. Chase
Lisa A. Amato
Ralph C. Spooner
Nancy S. Tauman
Mark Clarke
Gwen Dayton
Thomas M. Cooney


